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On the Cover
This issue's cover features "Earth's Orbit," a limited edition lithograph created especially
for members of the Eastern Michigan University Regents Council by Emil Weddige, '34,
and printed at the Art Estampe studio in Paris. Read about this special gift to EMU in
the article on page 2.

-eampus eommentarY-

Pal Moran

Welcome to the first edition of £:astern Today for 1987.
Homecoming 1986 has come and gone, and I'd like to take this opportunity to
thank all of you for making this year's Homecoming a huge success. Attendance at
the class reunion functions was up, due in large part to the newly-initiated Class
Leaders Program. I'd like to thank the class leaders of the reunion years as well as all
other class leaders, whose fine job got the new program off to a great start.
Plans for next year's Homecoming will begin shortly and we welcome your com
ments and suggestions as to how you feel we can make Homecoming 1987 an even
bigger success. We're already planning more 10-, 20-, 25-, 30-, 40- and 50- year re
union celebrations.
In addition, I encourage all of you to participate in our outreach programs, high
lighted in the Coast to Coast section of the magazine. As alumni, you are valuable
assets to the University and we're always happy to hear from you. By attending
outreach events, we can develop a face-to-face relationship that will benefit both you
and the University.
Through responses to the class leaders' "Let's Stay in Touch" letters, information
for Class Notes has been steadily increasing-and we encourage your continued par
ticipation. W ith the volume of Class Notes we receive, there can be a time lag of up
to six months before your Class Note will be printed in E:as1ern Today-but it will
appear.
Class Notes are one of our most significant ways of staying in touch, and they fre
quently lead us to feature ideas. The feature articles in this issue focus on successful,
talented and diverse alumni. We hope that their accomplishments reflect the pride we
all feel in Eastern Michigan University.
Happy holidays to you and yours.

Pat Moran
Director of Alumni Relations

I enjoyed meeting many of you at Homecoming, and as I walked around campus
on Homecoming day, I was pleased to hear your positive comments about the Alum
ni Association and the University.
Again, l 'd like to stress the importance of your active participation in the associa
tion. I encourage all of you to continue to support the association and the University
through positive reinforcement of its various activities.
It's important that you realize the Alumni Association is an open forum for all
alumni. The various committees are open for participation from all of you-not just
board members. I encourage you to become a part of these committees and to en
courage other alumni to become involved as well.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the magazine, and I hope that you look forward to
and read your Eastern Today as well as all the literature sent to you by the University.
If there are Eastern publications you are interested in but do not receive, please con
tact the Alumni Office. Please continue to keep up with the most recent happenings
at EMU. They are the things that will make you proud to be an alumnus or alumna
of Eastern Michigan University.
Mike Bou/us

Mike Boulus
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors

'Earth's Orbit': EMU's place in the
By Sue McKenzie
Creativity has flourished for cenLUries in
the City of Light, so it seemed appropriate
that Emil Weddige, '34, went to Paris this
fall to create a special lithograph for
members of the Eastern Michigan Univer
sity Regents Council.
Weddige is a renowned lithographer, pro
fessor emeritus of art at the University of
Michigan and author of a definitive text on
lithography. He worked at the Desjobert
studio in Paris for 35 years until Paul Des
jobert passed away and his son retired. He
now works primarily with Jean Michel
Machel at the Art Estampe studio, also in
Paris, traveling there usually once a year to
work on his larger and more complex
lithographs.
"I found the Desjobert studio in 1949,"
Weddige said. "It's in the 14th arrondisse
ment on the Left Bank, two metro stops
from Montparnasse.
''.A. catalog of the names of the artists
who have worked in this studio would be
equivalent to naming the printmakers of the
20th century," he continued. "Matisse,
Picasso, Chagall, Rouault, Marie Lauren-

Emil Weddige (left)
completed the special
EMU lirhograph,
"Earth's Orbit," ar rhe
Arr Estampe studio in
Paris. Here he consufrs
with Jean Michel
Machel, direcror of the
studio, Benard Ganter,
another arrisr, and a
member of the studio's
staff on rhe firsr srudy
of a lirhograph rirled
"Black Garden."
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cin-all of these people have worked there
at one time or another, and I've met most
of them there."
The studio provides artists with mate
rials, equipment and highly skilled assis
tants to handle the more routine aspects of
lithography, freeing the artists to concen
trate on creative work.
"1 t means he will have his paper there,
and there are people to do the acLUal phys
ical part, the heavy lifting of stones and this
kind of thing," explained Weddige's wife
Juanita. "So he will be painting; he'll be free
to do the really creative thing and not have
to worry about the rest."
But Paris isn't all work and no play for
the Weddiges. "We have many, many fine
friends in Paris," said Juanita. "In fact, it
becomes somewhat of a problem when
we're there for a short time. You know how
it is with friends-they want to get together,
and we stay out too late"Last year we found a new hotel," she
continued. "It's a very nice little hotel and
is within walking distance of the studio.
And of course we have many favorite

restaurants.
''.A.ny free time Emil has, which is general
ly on the weekends, we go to the museums
and see as many exhibitions as we possibly
can. Last year we were fortunate enough to
spend a weekend at Fontainebleau and the
surrounding area."
"We also went to the opening of the
Picasso museum," added Weddige. "It was
so crowded we had to go back the next day
to see the show."
In spite of the distractions, Weddige is
often more productive working in Paris
than in his Ann Arbor studio.
"He doesn't really think about this, but
when he's working in Paris there are no in
terruptions," said Juanita.
"I've always felt that I have a one-track
mind," Weddige agreed. "Once I get to the
point of concentration, it's almost like
having blinders on, and I object to being
interrupted. In Paris, I don't have telephone
calls saying, 'Would you do some work
three months from now?' and I don't find
that we've got some spraying that needs to
be done out in the garden. These are the

scheme of things
kinds of interruptions that I don't have in
Paris. I don't even think about it. And this
kind of freedom is terribly important."
For the EMU lithograph, Weddige
wanted to design a work that would express
the essence of a university. "I wanted
something universal; something that would
get at what the concept of the University
is all about-that people are together on the
planet," he said.
Weddige made the preliminary ink draw
ing for the lithograph before he left for
Paris. Using the drawing as a guide, he did
the actual painting of the stones and print
ing at the Paris studio.
"Painting goes very fast," he said. "It has
to go fast. And you have to be prepared to
do it over if you don't like it. ... You can
get to the point sometimes where you lull
yourself into a bad situation of acceptance.
You become tired, and you've seen it so
much and so constantly that you 're apt to
accept it, even when it isn't quite what you
want. W hen I get to that point, I want
someone to bounce the ball against. Or if
I have enough time, I set it aside for a few

days and work orn something else. When I
come back at it r can be very critical.
"To be positively critical, to see my work
with fresh eyes, is my job. Certainly, when
any creative person works, when they run
out of textbooks and have to say, 'Now,
what have I got to, do, because none of this
has worked,' that's when we're creative.
That's when we really get busy and do the
job."
The finished wo,rk, titled "Earth's Orbit,"
was unveiled Nov. 15 at the annual Univer
sity Circle appre,ciation dinner. Weddige
formally presented the lithograph to Presi
dent Porter, and copies in specially designed
portfolios were presented to members of the
Regents Council. Dr. Maurice Landers,
trustee of the Lincoln Health Care Founda
tion (sponsors of the event), and other
benefactors of the: University addressed the
gathering, and th,e Eastern Michigan Uni
versity Madrigal Singers entertained the
group.
Besides several lithographs hanging in
various locations around Eastern Michigan
University, Weddige's work is exhibited in

many museums and private collections, in
cluding the Metropolitan Museum of Art;
the Library of Congress, the Bibliotheque
Nationale in Paris; the National Gallery of
Art in Washington, D.C.; the Philadelphia
Museum of Art; the Detroit Art Institute;
The Cranbrook Art Institute; the Cincin
nati Museum of Art; the New York Public
Library; United States embassies around the
world; the reception center at Cape Ken
nedy in Florida; many colleges and univer
sities including Albion College and the
University of Michigan; the Georges Binet
collection; the MacDonald Carey collection
and the Lessing J. Rosenwald collection.
Alumni and friends of Eastern Michigan
University have a right to be proud of
Weddige's accomplishments-the freshness
and creativity in his work and the commit
ment to education evident in his 37 years
of teaching. And they should be especially
proud of "Earth's Orbit," a tangible sign
of his vision of and special commitment to
Eastern Michigan University.

Weddige painls on
"Black Garden" while
his wife Juanila
looks on.
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Life in the fast lane
By Tina Wagner-Stevens

"You're crazy!"
T hat's the usual comment Mike
Psarouthakis hears when he tells his friends
he's training for the 1988 Olympics in the
sport of luge.
Luge (pronounced looj) is a winter sport
similar to bobsledding in which one or two
persons lie on their backs on a four-foot
sled and slide feet first down a 1,000-meter
track of slick ice. It's generally considered
the most dangerous sport in the world.
Involvement in athletics is nothing new
to Psarouthakis, a 1984 EMU graduate,
who has always been interested in downhill
and cross-country skiing and played tennis
while at Eastern. He became interested in
luge two years ago and saw the virtually
unknown winter sport as a way to fulfill a
lifelong dream.
"I've always had dreams about going to
the Olympics," he said. "I saw a special on
television and found out that very few peo
ple in the U.S. are into luge and that the U.S.
luge team had never done well in the Olym
pics. I thought maybe it would be a fun
thing to try."
To get him off and sliding, the United
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States Luge Association supplied
Psarouthakis with a training sled in 1984.
That same yeair he spent eight weeks train
ing at Lake Placid, N.Y., the site of the on
ly full-length lu1ge track in the country. Last
winter he trained at Lake Placid for three
months. This year his training plans are
even bigger.
"I 'II be spending the month of November
in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, with the National
C team," he said. "There are three national
teams, the A, B: and C. They're opening the
track early for us in Sarajevo, where they
had the 1984 0 lympics, so we can get some
extra training."
All the C team members pay their own
expenses, including transportation, room
and board, coaches wages and other fees.
Psarouthakis spent part of 1986 looking for
sponsors. Without a sponsor, the Sarajevo
trip will cost him $3,000.
Psarouthakis has no specific coach to
guide his training but has worked with a
number of different coaches. The C team
will have a coa,ch but he isn't sure who has
been selected.
Although luge had its beginnings several
hundred years aigo in the Alps, the sport has
been a part of tlhe Olympics only since 1964.
There currently are only about 300 people
in the United States involved
in the sport, and less
than five are from
the southeast

Michigan area. There's a short luge track
in Marquette, Mich., and a branch of the
USLA also is headquartered in that Upper
Peninsula city. Of the 300 Americans par
ticipating in the sport, Psarouthakis is
ranked 15th on the men's roster.
To date he has only participated in the
sport on the singles team, but this year he
plans to begin doubles training.
"For the Olympics they take four singles
and three doubles teams," Psarouthakis ex
plained. "My singles chances are pretty
slim. My doubles chances are quite good,
even though I've never done it."
Doubles sliding involves one partner ly
ing on his back on the sled with his knees
slightly bent and resting on the couffens,
the part of the sled that curves upward at
the bottom. The second half of the two
man team lies on a small seat above his
partner and keeps his legs straight, past the
couffens, as in singles sliding.
Although several people have approached
him about the possibility, Psarouthakis has
yet to find a partner. When he does get one,
the choice will be his own.
"It's not the kind of sport where you can
have someone forced upon you. You have
to be very confident of each other," he said.
Both men and women are active in luge,
and the sport is extremely popular in
Europe, especially in the eastern European
countries. Although the Italians are world
champs, the U.S.S.R. alone has 15 tracks
and approximately 15,000 people involved
in the sport. European crowds
of 15-20,000 spectators
have gathered to
watch a race.

The length of the men's track is 1,000
meters, the women's 800 meters. While the
men can participate in both singles and
doubles, women seldom are involved in
doubles luge due to anatomical factors.
''You get about four g's when you go
through a turn, and I imagine some women
could do it," Psarouthakis said. "Basical
ly the women in luge tend to be very big;
the East German women are bigger than I
am. It just doesn't work for doubles."
The dark-haired, 6'2" Psarouthakis is ex
cited about his new skill and stays in shape
during the off season by swimming, lifting
weights and playing tennis. Getting acwal
experience sliding during the warm weather
isn't all that easy, and he's considering at
taching wheels to his sled and sliding
around Ann Arbor, although he says it's not
the same.
"Some people do it but l haven't tried it
yet. They say it's very different. It's arguable
whether it helps or not because you don't
bank on the turns, but it
might be better
than nothing
else," he said.
Despite the
obvious dangers,
Psarouthakis has
been injured only
once, suffering a
slight concussion
and spending a night
in the hospital after
taking a spill in the
third run of the third
race in last year's na
tional trials.
The risks involved in
luge were neither selling
points nor deterrents to his
goal of mastering the sport.
"I like the speed and obviously
there's some danger in the speed,"
he said. "It's very exhilarating, but
if you could guarantee my safety, I'd
still do it."
Luge supplies are hard to come by and
Psarouthakis couldn't actually race on the
training sled the USLA provided because
it is slower than regulation sleds and easier
to steer. He bought the sled he uses now
from a man in Austria through the USLA,
and he's currently working on building his
own, faster sled. Luckily, he can buy luge

clothing from a
business only an
hour away from
his Ann Arbor
home.
l t may be a
wimer sport,
but luge suits
required for
participation in a
race aren't warm--and
are very uncomfortable.
"The suits are made
of a stretchy plastic
material. 1 usually
wear a turtleneck
and some long
johns underneath
it and a few
minimal pads,"
Psarouthakis
said. "You
don't notice
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the cold when you're going down [the
track], but you freeze your rear off wait
ing for the truck to take you back to the
top."
P arouthakis also wears a helmet for pro
tection, one somewhat similar to those used
in junior downhill skiing. If not for the
helmet, he would've been killed at the time
of his accident. Still, the shield covering the
helmet presents another kind of danger.
"The face shield that usually goes with
the helmet is for aerodynamics only and it's
not very safe at all," he said."When I had
my crash, I cut my face a little because I
landed on my face and the shield shattered.
There are safer materials that could be used
to make them."
Even the shoes and gloves a slider wears
aren't the garden variety normally found in
department stores. The leather "booties"
help the sliders point their toes better and
the gloves are equipped with spikes on the
fingertips, so when sliders pull off at the
start of a race they can paddle on the ice
to gain momentum.
The sport of luge is much more com
plicated than just going for a slide down
an ice-packed hill. According to
Psarouthakis, a great deal of concentration
is involved.
"First you grab the handles on the side
of the sled, then sit on the sled, pull for
ward and paddle. Then you lie down," he
explained. ''And you do more than lie on
the sled. For instance, to steer to the left you
push on the right couffen and press down
with the left shoulder and roll your head
to the left-that would be a hard turn."
There are also "labyrinth" tracks, which
are straightaways with numerous tiny turns
that can be executed simply by rolling
the head or touching the shoulder or
couffen a little bit. But it's "definitely
not a free ride down the track."
For safety reasons,
a slider must hold
his or her head up
during the entire
45-odd seconds of
the run.No equip
ment is allowed
beneath a slider from
the shoulders on up.
"l f there was something
coming up behind your neck
and you hit g's very hard, it would
6

break your ne-ck," Psarouthakis said.
To stop the sled at the end of a run,
he explained, "you have to slow your
self by putting your feet down,
pulling up on the front of the sled
and making the back of the sled
dig into the ice." Some tracks, like
the one at Lake Placid, have piled
snow at the end of the track to help
with stopping. "But when you're
going about S:O miles an hour,
often you won't stop by the
end of the track," he said.
"So they have a big pillow
at the end and you just
plow into it. A good
track will have just
150 yards of straightaway with no snow.
That way you won't
mess up your steels
[the sled blades].
You just sit up,,
slow yourself
down a little
and eventu
ally stop.

"Snow by itself, if it's guaranteed pure,
clean snow, isn't so bad, but it tends to
chunk up and turn into ice and get dirty,"
he said.
To prepare for Sarajevo in November and
the Olympic trials next year, Psarouthakis
works out four or five times a week. But
he believes that although being in good
physical shape will help healing after an in
jury, luge is really a sport of experience.
"It's more of a mental sport-teaching
yourself to relax when you 're going
downhill on your back at 80 miles per
hour," he said. Speeds on the Sarajevo track
sometimes reach 90 or even 1 00 miles per
hour.
The Olympic team will be looking for the
fastest sliders at the national trials, where
sliders will be judged by the fastest time
down in four heats to a race. The Olympic
team must take the top three and also
choose a fourth as a discretionary pick.
This way, if the top slider in the country
crashes or has a bad day, he or she can still
make the team.
Psarouthakis isn't sure of his fastest
speed, but his best time down is 46.5
seconds. The national champion's best time
is 42-43 seconds. Psarouthakis became a bit
gun shy after his crash, but has since found
his problem spot on the track and expects
to lower his time to 44 seconds this year
a time he calls "incredible."
"Once you get into the low 40s, a second
can be forever," he said.
Though the training is hard and he's on
ly been involved a relatively short time,
Psarouthakis is confident, but realistic,
about his chances of making it to the 1988
Olympics in Calgary, Alberta, at least as an
alternate.
"I think as an alternate 1 have a good
shot," he said. "But there are 30 other peo
ple out there who think the same way I do.
Obviously we're not all going to make it."
If he doesn't make the team in I 988, he
feels he won't try again in 1992, as very few
people remain involved in luge on a long
term basis.
"I think that would be foolish," he said.
"No one does it for 20 or 30 years. I don't
want to do this until 1'm 31 years old
although the last gold medal winner was
31."
Indeed, luge does seem to be a sport
primarily for the young, and the USLA has

a junior class that utilizes the women's
800-meter track, a junior national team that
goes to Europe and junior cup races.
Old-timers shouldn't despair, however.
There is a "seniors race" for people over 30.
Psarouthakis knew a retired AT&T worker
who took up luge at age 61 and was active
in the sport until his death at 64.

"It's more of
a mental sport
teaching yourself
to relax when
you're going
dO\Vnhill
on your back
at 80
miles per hour."
The staunchest of his supporters has been
Psarouthakis's new bride, Elisabeth Bohn,
a paralegal he married last April.
"She's very supportive. We discussed this
long before we wen� married and she knows
there's obviously some risk involved. And
I'll also be doing a lot of traveling," he said.
Even though they question his sanity,
Psarouthakis's friends generally have been
supportive of his new interest, and all of
them say they are looking forward to go
ing to the Olympics to watch him race.
Some even say they'd like to try it, and
Psarouthakis oHers all newcomers
encouragement.
"Anyone can go from the bouom of the
track. That's where you start. On any big
hill in regular sledding you go faster than
you would at the bottom of a luge track.
Most people work their way up to the

women's start within a month. T he last 200
meters takes another year or two-"
While at Eastern, Psarouthakis majored
in history and minored in political science.
He's currently taking basic courses with the
hope of being accepted into EMU's MBA
program. He also possesses a paralegal cer
tificate from Roosevelt University in
Chicago.
Following his graduation, Psarouthakis
and his father, who is president of J.P. In
dustries in Ann Arbor, formed a financial
research firm called J.P. and Company.
Although his parents were skeptical when
he first began training for luge, they now
support his efforts by giving him the time
off he needs to train both in Lake Placid
and Sarajevo.
Psarouthakis believes that luge will even
tually catch on as a popular winter sport
in the U.S.
"It's already becoming much more
popular," he said. "The USLA has only just
come into being in the last three or four
years. The sport has been so unpopular it's
hard to keep people working with it."
He went on to explain that the sport to
day is much safer than it was on its maiden
Olympic voyage in 1 964, when two or three
people were killed when they flew out of
the track after a crash, the most dangerous
situation facing a slider.
"Today they have fences on top of the
turns and, although it's not impossible [to
fly out], it's a lot harder . . . now there are
hardwood fences with no spaces between
the boards. This is a risky sport. It's not for
everyone."
What could attract an intelligent young
man just beginning his professional and
married life to participate in a perilous,
relatively unknown sport for little glory and
no money? Perhaps Mike Psarouthakis just
wants the personal satisfaction of tasting
the thrill of victory as a part of the U.S.
Olympic team.
"Obviously there's a thrill when you do
something very dangerous and succeed at
it."
Call it crazy, call it daring, but if his
dedication and enthusiasm in the pursuit
of his dream, combined with the support
of his friends and family, is any indication
of the future, Mike Psarouthakis may weU
become Eastern's first Olympic champion
in the risky, u p -and-coming sport of luge.
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It was the usual summer vacation at a
cottage in Northern Michigan for Jim and
Mary Weir and their three sons, John, Rick
and Lou. Sixteen- year-old John, captain
elect of his high school tennis team and
about to begin his senior year at Ann Arbor
Pioneer High School, was enjoying a swim
in the lake with his brothers when tragedy
struck.
Usually a safe lake for swimming, that
day the shallow end of the lake was too
shallow. John dove in , hitting his head on
the lake's hard bottom and damaging his
spinal cord. For the rest of his life, John
would be a quadriplegic-only the ability
to move his head and upper arms remained.
That accident began 13 long months of
hospitalization and rehabilitation in Ann
Arbor's University Hospital for John Weir,
a 1972 graduate of EMU, as well as a pro
found personal and emotional struggle both
for John and his family. During these
months, with the help of a hospital teacher,
he completed his high school requirements
and was able to graduate with the class of
1964.
The end of the 13 months saw the first
major post-accident hurdle John and his
family had to face.
''We were told that John was too disabled
to live at home," said his father, Jim Weir.
"But my wife Mary and I wouldn't buy that
for a minute. The last thing we wanted was
for John to sit in a convalescent home with
a bunch of older people in rocking chairs."
The Weirs immediately began looking for
a new home with a downstairs bedroom. As
luck would have it, the first house they
looked at was perfect for John's needs. They
began remodeling the house to make it
handicapped accessible, including installing
a ramp that would make it possible for John
to get into the house with his electric
wheelchair.
lt wasn't long before the red-haired John,
who had always been active and intelligent,
expressed an interest in attending college.

Despite an injury that left him a quadriplegic, John Weir maintained a positive attitude and in
spired many people, disabled and non-disabled, to lead full, productive fives.

John Weir, '72:
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"We tried to get him into college, but they
all said he was too disabled," Weir ex
plained. "We contacted the University or
Illinois, because we'd heard they had a good
handicapped program there, as well as col
leges in Georgia and California. Everyone
said he was too disabled and could never
go to college."
To pass the time, he read a good deal,
enrolled in correspondence courses and en
joyed visiting with his friends, who faithful
ly came to see him.
John's aspiration or getting a college
degree began to look unattainable-until
Beuy Carter, a social worker who'd followed
his progress since his hospital stay and who
had become a good friend, put her mind
LO the task of helping him achieve that goal.
"One day John and I were sitting in the
living room reading, and Betty Carter came
in," Weir remembered. "And she said 'John,
1'm going to get you into college.'
"I told John to forget iL He had no
chance or getting into college-we'd
checked it out thoroughly."
But two days later, Betty Carter returned
with the good news that she had talked to
the president of Eastern Michigan Univer
sity (then Harold Sponberg), the teachers
and the department heads, and they had
agreed to let John be a "guinea pig" -he
was going to attend Eastern on a proba
tionary basis.
It was the beginning of John's "blos
soming oul." He successfully completed his
probation and went on LO student teach at
his alma mater, Pioneer High School.
The Weirs paid two students to take care
or John, who lived in the dorms through
out his four years at Eastern. They helped
hjm get in and out of bed, got him dressed,
made sure he got to his classes on time and
helped him to participate in extracurricu
lar activities.
"He made some wonderful life-long
friends at EMU," Weir said. "It was a bless
ing all the way around.'' EMU's faculty and

staff also were very cooperative regarding
John's special needs.
John wasn't the first of his family to at
tend Eastern. Boch of his grandmothers,
Winifred Davis and Dee Deubel, graduated
from MSNC in 1909 and his father also at
tended MSNC irn the 1930s.
Following his graduation with a degree
in political science and education, John
started Ann Arbor's Center for Indepen
dent Living in 1976 with his brother Rick.
The center, a noin-residential referral and
counseling service, encouraged and assisted
disabled people or all kinds in learning to
live independently of their families and to
make the most c,f the abilities and brain
powers they have·.
"John realized[ that there were many
places a handicapped person, especially one
in a wheelchair, can't get to: theaters,
churches, office buildings, public transpor
tation and curb cirossings," Weir said. "He
was very sensitive· to this and was active in
getting all that changed in the Ann Arbor
area."
John was instrumental in starting the
Ann Arbor curb-cut movement and in get
ting the Ann Arbor Transit Authority to
provide reasonable handicapped transporta
tion.
During that same time, John was a voca
tional counselor and coordinator for the
Washtenaw County Comprehensive
Employment Tra ining Program and, in
1979, he became coordinator of the special
needs office at Washtenaw Community
College. But his greatest challenges and
achievements were yet to come.
In 1983, John heard about a job open
ing in El Paso, Texas, working with another
center for independent living. Because he
had attended many handicapped meetings
in Washington, D.C., and felt he was more
knowledgeable about the needs of the hand
icapped than most people, he applied for
the position and was accepted as the ex
ecutive director ol f the El Paso Opportuni-

cy Center for the Handicapped.
"He ran the whole thing in El Paso," Weir
said. "He had 1 1 people working under
him, and when he first went down there, he
didn't know one soul in Texas.
"John didn't plan a career in administra
tion. It just came naturally to him. He saw
so many needs."
During his first year on the job, John ap
plied for a grant from the state of Texas and
was awarded $3 00,000 to help EPOCH
grow.
"John did just a heck of a job there, and
one or the things he was working on was
a home something like the Center for In
dependent Living," Weir said.
Weir explained that John was faced with
considerable opposition to the home from
people who didn't want a house full of
handicapped people in their neighborhood
as well as those who objected to spending
money for a venture that seemed "un
necessary."
But John kept at it, and evemually the
idea for the home was approved. EPOCH
purchased a house in a residential
neighborhood and immediately started
renovating it for handicapped accessibili
ty: widerung doorways, lowering sinks and
making other adjustments so that handi
capped clients could use the house.
As well as his work with EPOCH and
other handicapped causes, John also was
involved in the Mayor's Task Force on Ac
cessibility for Disabled El Pasoans. T he task
force was divided into committees that
siudied architeciure, education, employ
ment, recreation and transportation for
handicapped citizens.
John, who also wrote articles for
EPOCH's newsletter, "Breakthrough," ex
pressed his desire to improve handicapped
lifestyles in his "Goals for a Better World.''
Those goals included funding to enable
disabled people to hire personal care atten
dants so that they can live independently;
employment programs for the disabled to
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be provided until the proportion of full
time employed disabled people is the same
as the proportion of disabled people LO the
population as a whole; interpreters, tutors,
readers and aides provided by public educa
tional institutions as necessary; and curb
ramps and cueing features for the blind at
every intersection.
Unfortunately, John Weir didn ' t live 10
see all of his goals become reality. A fter
routine surgery LO remove a kidney stone,
John suffered a heart seizure and passed
away on July 6, 1985, two yea rs after he'd
begun his work in El Paso.
John's loss was keenly feh by his family,
co-workers and the friends he had made
through his years a a crusader for the
disabled. At his El Paso memorial service,
friends expressed their love and gratitude
for John and how he had changed their
lives.
"In the past, I was just in four walls,"
said Jose Paul Saucedo, a friend of Joh n's
w h o had come to EPOCH for help. " ow
l 'm in the world-as he was." Saucedo also
said that John turned fear into a challenge
and urged Saucedo to begin gelling involved
in life.
Oct. 8, 1985, on what would've been
John's 39th birthday, the city of El Paso
opened the John R. Weir Transitional
Living Center. El Paso Mayor Jonathan
Rogers and Tom Kimball, president or the
Wes t Texas Association for the H andi
capped, presided over the ribbon cutting
ceremonies.
"There's nothing any of us will ever do
that comes clo e to what John has done,"
his father said. ''We're very proud of him."
The impact of John Weir's spirit and
dedication in the face of adversity has been
felt from M ichigan to Texas and in the lives
of many handicapped and non-handi
capped people. Certainly the fruits of his
many years of fighting for the rights of the
disabled is the best memorial to a coura
geous, productive individual.

Stud1ents helping students
"The probl lcm i�n't unwillingnes,-it's a
lack of awareness." That's how Sally
McCracken, professor in the Department
of Communication and Theater Ans at
Eastern. sums up the problems facing a
handicapped college Sllldenl.
McCracken is the faculty adviser for Ar
rival. the on-campus studem organization
for handicapped students.
Arrival was founded in 1977 by two
students, De-nni McDougall and Mark
BraLill. They felt that handicapped students
needed a place w here they could go for ad
vice, help, or just to visit socially, and they
also wanted to make the University com
munity aware of the special needs of tht:
handicapped.
In 1978, Arrival was gramcd organization
staw, by the· stuuent government and in
1980 was given an office in Goodison Hall.
McCracken explained that renovation, 10
Goodison had to be made to allow the Ar
rival members access 10 their office.
''Four year· , later they finally installed an
eleva1or in Goodison, becau e the handi
capped students found they had no way of
getting to meetings on the upper floors,"
she added.
Arrival currently is involved in the 504
Commiuee, a task force as essing where on
campus changes need 10 be made for more
handicapped accessibility, in accordance
with the federal law that stipulates certain
buildings must be barrier-free, and that
classrooms and dorm rooms must be ac
cessible. Arrival also provides information
and support 10 new students.
A driving force in the growth of Arrival
was Sally Bite!, who was presidem of the
organization in I 980-82. Even though a
quadriplegic, Bite! visited every office ac
cessible 10 her in order 10 prepare the in
formational handbook: "Survival by Ar
rival."

·'Sally was a vibrant, active girl,"
McCracken said. "Unfortunately, she never
saw the final printing of the bookle1 be
cause ,he passed away."
Open to everyone, handicappers and non
handicappcr\ alike, Arrival is not Univer
sity funded and most or the money to ,up
pon the group is raised through donut sales,
raffles and donations. Currently, member
ship is appro�imately 20.
"Members change from year to year, and
generally they're whoever we can find on
campus," McCracken ,aid.
Current President Jeff Ram\ey and Vice
President Russ Seely go from dorm to dorm
to find handit.:apped students who may be
interested in Arrival, or other students who
may want 10 offer their time 10 the group.
Arrival is entirely student run and
McCracken ha, been its adviser ,incc itli
beginning. The group has been active in
promoting change on campus, and
McCracken feels it's been moderately suc
cessful; but changes still need to be made,
such as providing more handicap aids, es
pecially for the blind and hearing impaired,
and reconstruction of some of the steeper
walkways to make it easier for handicapped
students in w heelchairs to get up the hill.
"I would love to see more handicapped
instructors teaching," McCracken said.
"Handicapped tudents need more role
models. I would like 10 see Eastern become
the premiere chool for handicappers in the
tale."
If you arc interested in learning more
about Arrival or would like 10 help either
by working on the awarene s campaign or
with the group in general, write: Arrival, I I I
Goodison Hall, Eastern M ichigan Univer
sity, Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197, or call the of
fice at (313 ) 487-1264.
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Memories, magic and su.rprises
greet alumni at Homeco:m ing '86

Carnjval fun, music, reunions of old
friends and a Giant Homecoming Gala
added up to a successfu I 1986 EMU
Homecoming weekend Sept. 2 6-28.
The weekend kicked off Friday with the
opening of a carnival in the Oakwood park
ing lot, providing three days of amusement
for adults and children alike.
Later Friday evening, current student
government leaders held a reception for stu
dent government alumni in McKenny
Union's Alumni Lounge. The reception was
attended by Anna Crisovan, current student
body president, Larry Smith, vice president
for University marketing and student af
fairs, and alumni who enjoyed themselves
trading memories about their days as stu
dent government leaders.
A cheese and punch reception also was
held for out- of-town alumni staying in
special blocks of rooms reserved for EMU

alumni at local hotels and motels. Alumni
from as far away as Florida, Arizona and
Maryland, and as dose as Detroit, spent the
weekend in town in order to attend
Homecoming activities. The group enjoyed
a lively discussion about old days, new days
and current camp,us activities.
The newly-elected Alumni Association
Board of Directors met over breakfast
Saturday morning with board President
Mike Boulus, '74, '75, presiding (please see
back cover for current board members).
The meeting was followed by a small recep
tion for returning emeritus faculty
members.
Highlighting Saturday morning's events
was the Golden Years Brunch for alumni
from the class of 1 93 6 and earlier. More
than 200 alumni attended the brunch, one
of the most succ,essful Golden Years ac
tivities held thus far. Master of Ceremonies

Al Potts, '35, presided over the induction
into the Golden Years program of 45 alumni
from the MSNC class of 1936. Among the
inductees were 1 936 Class Leaders Ferris
Newman and Frances Atwell Sanders.
Reunion classes from '46, ' 5 6, ' 61, ' 66
and ' 7 6 met in various rooms in McKenny
Union, where enlarged yearbook photos
added to the atmosphere of shared
memories.
Following the all-classes reunion hour, a
buffet lunch was served to more than 100
guests. EMU president John W. Porter
delivered a warm welcome to the reunion
classes and other visiting alumni. Among
those enjoying the luncheon were two tables
of Student Publications alumni.
Also during the weekend, many people
took advantage of guided tours of campus,
either by mini-van or walking tours that left
every hour.
Crowds filled the baseball stadium Satur
day afternoon for the Giant Homecoming
Gala. Nearly one thousand alumni and
friends were treated to the upbeat music of
the Larry Nozero Jazz Quartet, followed by
Outstanding Class Member and C lass
Leaders awards presentations, where
outstanding alumni were recognized for
their work with their respective classes.
A special feature of the Gala was the
EMU Hall of Celebrities, where prominent
campus personalities from faculty, sports
and other areas talked and reminisced with
alumni and others enjoying the day's
festivities.
Then all eyes were focused on the amaz
ing, mystical talents of former EMU stu
dent Franz Harary, master illusionist who
once toured with singer Michael J ackson.
As Harary and company left the stage, the
Eastern Michigan cheerleaders led the
group in a few rousing cheers in prepara
tion for the main event-the football
square-off between the Hurons and the
Kent State F lashes.
A skydiving exhibition by the Golden
Knights parachute team preceded the
kickoff, and later, the Golden Knights
sparked an Earth-shattering cheer from the
crowd as they delivered the EMU flag, the
College of Technology flag, the American
flag and the ball to the center of the foot
ball field.
Then the crowd of 18,7 46, the fourth
largest ever to watch a home game, settled
down to watch the Hurons fall short of their
hopes of winning four in a row. 1n true
"Kardiac Kids" fashion, Eastern lost to
Kent State in the closing minutes of the
game.
After the game, a colorful fireworks
display delighted the crowd, which left in
good spirits knowing that, with its 3-1
record, Eastern Michigan football was
back.
11

-eampus News
New appointments

1986-87 Congressional Scholarship recipients

Heather Fischer

Jennifer Headrick Diane Michutka

Four freshwomen from Michigan and
one from Ohio were the first recipients of
the newly-established EMU Congressional
Scholarships. The scholarships are four
year, full-ride awards totaling $18,000 per
student. Recipients must maintain a 3.5
grade point average at E M U i n order 10 re
main eligible for the award.
The recipient of the William Ford Con
gressional Scholarship was Heather Fischer
of Allen Park. who graduated from Allen
Park H igh School with a 4.0 GPA. Fischer
plans to declare a double major in physics
and chemistry.
Jennifer A. H eadrick of Canton is the
recipient of the Carl Pursell Congressional
Scholarship. Headrick graduated from high
school with a 3.92 GPA and plans to ma
jor in business German, political science
and German language and literature.
Graduating first in her class from Lake
wood High School in Lake Odessa with a
3.96 GPA, Diane Michutka is the recipient
of the Arthur Miller Congressional Scholar
ship. Michutka is majoring in English lan
guage and literature at Eastern, but also

Debra V.a11 Vlie1

Erika Millen

wants to take a variety of courses so she will
be prepared for a variety of options after
college.
The Gary Owen Congressional Scholar
ship was awarded to Debra VanVliet, who
graduated from Stevenson High School i n
Livonia with a 4.0 GPA. S h e currently is
enrolled in the special education program
for the hearing impaired and may pursue
piano as a minor.
Keuering, Ohio, freshwoman Erika
M i llen is the recipient of the Dennis Hertel
Congressional Scholarship. Millen grad
uated from Kcuering-Fairmont H igh
School with a 3.8 GPA and has not yet
decided on a major.
"The Congressional Scholarships are
U niversity-funded merit awards, and we're
doing it to recrnit high caliber students to
Eastern," said\ Judy Tatum, director of
financial aid. '· 'We feel we have one of the
best full-ride scholarship offerings of the
major u niversities i n the area."
For more in formation on these scholar
ships, contact Jeffrey Keehr at ( 3 1 3 )
487- 1 1 1 1.

Fall enro l l ment sets new record
As of the official fall reporting date to
the state, Sept. 1 1 . total enrollment at E I U
was 21,350 students, an increase of 1 , 1 84
s1Udents or 5.8 percent over opening enroll
ment in fall I 985.
Based on the experience of recent years,
final enrollment should exceed 22,000
student, for the first time in the Universi
ty's history.
Enrollment was closed lO new freshmen
at the end of July and 10 transfer students
in mid-Aul!ust, and more than 2,400 ap
plicants w;re denied admission to the Uni
versity. Appro,imately 500 qualified stu
dents were turned away and are now being
processed for admission during the winter
semester.
Fall enrollment includes 16,387 under
graduates and 4.960 graduate , increases
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over last year of 4.9 percent and 9.1 percent
respectively.
Of the total enrollment, 1 2,434 students
are women and 8,923 are men. Undergrad
uate minority enrollment includes 6.5 per
ce111 black, 2.02 percelll Asian and 1.21 per
cent Hispanic.
EMU has i ncreased its share of under
graduate stud, �nts attending state colleges
and universities from 7.91 percent in 1980
to 9.91 percc:111 in 1985, aq::ording to
Laurence . Smith, vice president for uni
versity marketing and stude111 affairs at
EMU. I f that l rend continue , Eastern will
have the third largest\1ndergraduate enroll
ment in the state thi year, behind Michigan
State University and the University of
Michigan.

The Eastern Michigan University Board
of Regents recently approved several new
appointments.
Dr. Helen M. Burnstad was promoted 10
director of human resources training and
developmelll in August. She had served as
acting director of the office for the past
year. Burnstad earned bachelor's and mas
ter's degrees from the University of Nor
thern Colorado and a doctorate from the
University of Arkansas.
Dr. John W. Dobbs, superintendent of
Hempstead Public Schools in Hempstead,
.Y., was appointed executive director of the
Urban Education Alliance. Dobbs holds a
bachelor's degree from Western Michigan
University, a master's from Wayne State
University and a doctorate from Michigan
State University. In his new position, Dobbs
will direct a collaborative effort bet ween
EMU and the Detroit, Flint, Lansing, Pon
tiac and Saginaw school districts to address
the problems of student dropout and un
employment in these communities.
Dr. George Haynam, principal engineer
at Harris Corp. in Florida and adjunct pro
fessor of computer science at Florida In
stitute of Technology, was appointed head
of the newly-formed Department of Com
puter Science. Haynam earned his bache
lor's. master's and doctoral degrees from
Case Institute of Technology i n Cleveland.
Maxine Hong Kingston, author of The
Woman Warrior and China Men, was
honored as the 1986 McAndless Professor
in the Humanities. Kingston is the first re
cipient of the McAndless profes orship and
will serve at EMU during the fall 1986
semester. She earned her bachelor's degree
and did graduate studies at the University
of California at Berkeley. Kingston's first
book, Tire Woman Warrior, won the na
tional Book Critics Circle Award in 1976
and her second novel, China Men, was
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize and won the
American Book Award and the Anisfield
Wolf Race Relations Book Award.
In addition. Rita E. Abent was reclassi
fied director of University marketing media
and student media. Abe111, formerly direc
tor of student publications at EMU, earned
her bachelor's degree from Central Michi
gan University and her master's from
Syracuse Univer5ity. She also holds a special
degree certificate from Syracuse in educa
tional communications. I n her new posi
tion. Abelll will provide leadership for
University marketing communications and
special marketing project .

E M U Regents
endorse divestiture
The EMU Board of Regents has recent
ly demonstrated its commitment to anti
apartheid in two significant ways.
In September, the board unanimously en
dorsed Michigan H ouse Bills 4770 and
4771, which would prohibit new investments
in and require divestiture from U.S. busi
nesses operating in South Africa on behalf
of the public and state retirement system.
And last fall, representatives of the board
and the University administration met with
Common Fund officials to indicate that, if
a South Africa Free Fund was not estab
lished, the U niversity would withdraw its
investment.
The Common Fund is a nonprofit cor
poration providing investment management
services exclusively for educational institu
tions. Total endowment assets managed by
the Common Fund exceed $900 million and
represent part or all of the endowments of
more than 250 institutions.
A South A frica Free Fund was estab
lished and approximately $3.4 million of the
University's total investment was transferred
to the fund.
For the first six months of its existence,
the South Africa Free Fund earned at an
annualized rate of approximately 37 per
cent, compared to the Common Fund's 30
percent during the previous fiscal year.
"When an institution decides to switch
to a new fund, there is always apprehension
that the new fund won't perform as well,"
said Robert Romkema, E M U 's vice presi
dent for business and finance. "It is espe
cially gratifying to see that the new South
Africa Free Fund has performed even bet
ter than the previous fund."

Commission works to solve educator crisis
Citing a critical need for more and bet
ter teachers nationwide, the Commission on
Creative Strategies to Solve the Educator
Crisis presented 1recommendations to help
avert future teacher shortages and assure
educational exce'llence to Eastern's Board
of Regents in August.
The regents c:harged the 26-member
group with examining the educator crisis
last December.
I n its report, titled ''Time for Action,"
the commission presented 13 recommenda
tions. Among them were the establishment
of the following programs:
-a National : 1 nstitute for Educational
Leadership at EMU to conduct interdisci
plinary field-based research and national
conferences and seminars,
-Professional Development and Admin-

E M U launches major building projects
Thanks in part 10 a favorable bond rate
last summer, the U niversity has launched
several major building projects totaling
some $66 million. This represents one of
EMU 's most ene irgetic building schedules,
paralleling the building boom of the late
1960s and early '70s that saw the construc
tion of Pray-Hanold, the Library, Mark
Jefferson and the Rynearson Stadium
complex.
The major building projects include:
- The College of Business building ($17.S
million). and adjacent $6 million parking
structure. Funding has been secured from
the state of Michigan for this project, which
is proposed for a downtown Ypsilanti
location.
- The Corporate Training Center ($5 mil
lion). Architecwral plans and specifications
were completed in August. The project in
cludes an adjac,�nt Radisson Hotel ($15
million).
-Huron S hores Golf Course ($5 mil
lion). Karl Lit ten .. I nc., of Boca Raton. Fla.,
was selected as the architect of the cham-

M ichigan Bell i n-house campaign raises $8,700
A group of E M U alumni employed by
Michigan Bell contributed $8,700 to the
University in donations. pledges and match
ing gifts during a fund-raising campaign
conducted by Michigan Bell and the E M U
Development Office this summer.
Mary Ann Dingeman, coordinator of en
dowed scholarships at EMU, ran the cam
paign and Laird Spencer, '64, division man
ager for pricing at M ichigan Bell, served as
campaign chairman.

istrative Development centers at EMU to ex
pand and house programs already offered
through the University for teachers and
administrators,
-a more rigorous teacher education pro
gram at EMU, including the use of profi
ciency exit examinations in major and
minor fields, and
-the development of an interdisciplinary
doctoral program at E M U in learning
systems.
The commission is headed by C.E.
Bo11um, president of Townsend and Bot
tum. Inc. in Ann Arbor, and Jerome Tillis,
president of the Detroit Free Press, and in
cludes representatives from EMU as well as
many elementary and secondary educa
tional institutions and businesses in South
eastern Michigan.

In June, a lund1eon for campaign volun
teers at the Novi !Hilton kicked off the drive,
and a victory party, also at the Novi Hilton,
wrapped up the campaign in August.
The Michigan Bell campaign was the first
of a number of such campaigns planned by
the Development. OfTice with other match
ing gift compani,es, such as Ford, Chrysler,
Detroit Edi on, ii.nd the major Detroit area
banks and accounting firms.

pionship golf course, which will be located
on Ford Lake in Ypsilanti Township.
·-Paint Research Laboratories ($1.5 mil
lion). A 7,600 square foot building adjacent
to Sill Hall will be constructed with funding
from tax-exempt bonds and will house lab
oratories and classrooms. The facility is
scheduled to be completed in May 1987 and
will be leased by the Paint Research
Association.
Major remodeling projects include:
-Pierce Hall remodeling ($8.5 million).
This project will consolidate all student ser
vices in Pierce Hall, including Admission
and Financial Aid, Registration, Student
Accounting and other related services. Con
struction is expected to begin in spring 1987.
-Hoyt Conference Center remodeling
($1.5 million). 1 n July, bonds were sold to
finance a five-year plan to renovate Hoyt.
During 1986-87, Phase One activities will
include guest room improvements, meeting
center air conditioning and added meeting
rooms.
-Bowen Field House remodeling ($1
million). This project currently is being
funded by two state capital outlay alloca
tions and construction will occur in three
separate phases.
-C hild Care Center expansion
($600,000). Full implementation of this
project, with an August 1987 completion
date, will increase child care capacity to
some 150 children of EMU students and
staff.
-Welch Hall restoration ($2 million).
Federal support for the restoration is includ
ed in the Higher Education Reauthoriza
tion Act, which was signed by President
Ronald Reagan in October.
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E M U Entertainment Calendar
Winter 1987
January

5-30
13
15

13-24
18
30
February

12-13

1 3 -15,
19- 2 1
21

Co ntemporary Mu ic
Festival; Pease
·'Brighton Beach
Memoirs";
Quirk/Sponberg Theatres
WEMU Winter Jazz
Series; Depot Tow n

March

9-27

Annual Student Art
Exhibition; Ford Gallery
15
"Fiddler on the Roof";
Pease
15
Jazz Ensemble; Pease
16
Organ Recital Series;
Pease
17
Facuhy Recital Series I I ;
Alexander Recital Hall
20-22,
''Crimes of the Heart";
26-28
Quirk/Sponberg Theatres
20
Symphony Orchestra
Concerto Concert; Pease
21
MSOBA State Solo and
Ensemble Festival;
Alexander
21
WEMU Winter Jazz
Series; Depot Town
22
Alumni Concert Band,
Concert Winds,
Symphonic Band; Pease
Competitive Michigan
30April 24 Drawing Exhibition; Ford
Gallery
For More Information

Office of Campus Life: 487-3045
Quirk /Sponberg Box Office:
487-1221
Ford Gallery: 487-0465
Music Departmcm: 487-4380
WEMU: 487-2229
14

S1nith
puts
the
spark

Metalsmithing
Exhibition;
Ford Gallery
Organ Recital Serie :
"Victorian Americana";
Pea·c
WEM U Winter Jazz
Serie ; Depot Town
Beaux Ans Festival;
Quirk/Sponberg Theatres
High School Honors
Band, Honor Orchestra;
Pease
Symphonic Band,
Symphony Orchestra;
Pease

•
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Eastern
Energy
By Nancy Mida, '72
Armchair quarterbacks can relate to
what goes through Gene Smith's head dur
ing a Huron football game. As a former
defensive end and assistant coach at Notre
Dame, Smith has to control the urge to call
the plays, or better yet, rush out on the field
and intercept a pass. But EMU's recently
appointed executive athletic director now
can only be a fan; he firmly believes in let
ting the coache·s coach.
"I l is hard for me personally to keep ou l
of the coaching, , but I can play the devil's
advocate and make suggestions that way,"
Smith said. "I feel that here al EMU, or
wherever I go, my experience does not
equate to that ,of the coach."
Smith was a three- t ime letter winner at
Notre Dame and a member of the 1977 na
tional champion Fighting Irish team.
"I was forturnate in my last year of play
at otre Dame to establish a strong rela
tionship with Dan Devine, head coach at
that time," Smith said. "He asked me to
stay on as a graduate assistant. I had never
aspired to be a coach, but at the time, it
seemed like a great opportunity. I was plan
ning to get married and this would give me
a chance to work o n my master's degree.
"
I n 1978, Devine asked Smith to join the
Noire Dame staff full time, coaching the
kicking game and the defensive ends. T hen,
in 1981, he joined the sales staff at Inter
national Business Machines Corp.honing
skills acquired as an undergraduate in
business management a t Not.re Dame.

"I sold medium to large computers for
IBM in South Bend, a fortunate placement
because my name was well known in that
area. "
While Smith admits that football and
business is an unusual combination of in
terests. he feels his business sense began
developing at an early age.
"My father, Ted Smith, is an electrical
contractor in Cleveland, and I worked with
him during the summers since I was IO years
old," Smith said.
Combining football and business now
makes good sense to Smith in his post at
EMU. "My degree in business and my train
ing at IBM helps me appreciate what we
have to do to promote our athletic program
at E M U. Eastern Energy really is a total
marketing approach. We have to create
awareness, segment the market and reach
out through direct mail," he said.
"Of course product development is the
most challenging aspect of the program
now. T he bouom line is to have a good
product to sell.
"
And EMU continues to work hard to im
prove its product. A new feature of the
athletic program is the addition of a
strength coach to work with recruits in foot
ball and most other sports. Athletes now
work more with weights to add crucial
pound , according to Smith.
"Some of the football recruits picked up
as much as 30 pounds, and a lot of
strength," he aid.

Eastern Energy, the University's approach
to promoting revenue sports (those sports
that generate income through ticket sales),
originated in I 984 as a response to the
threat of expulsion from the Mid-American
Conference.
"I think Coach Harkema would have
produced a competitive [football] program
anyway, but the crisis gave impetus to the
program," Smith said.
Smith feels the Eastern Energy campaign
is well on its way to achieving goals beyond
athletic promotions. A good example of
Eastern Energy in action was the Nov. 1 4
Green and White basketball scrimmage,
held this year at Plymouth/Canton High
School. The immediate goal of the promo
tion was to sell basketball season tickets.
But the game also helped create awareness
of the University and its academic programs
by including an Admissions Office booth
stocked with information on the Universi
ty. Parents of current EMU students, as well
as parents of prospective students, were in
vited to the scrimmage.
During football season, programs sold at

all home games feature information on the
University's various colleges. ''This is
another way we can tie academics and
athletics together," Smith said.
Special promotions during football
season also bring groups of people to cam
pus who otherwise may never have an oc
casion to visit. Scout Night brings
thousands of area Boy and Girl Scouts and
their leaders to campus.T heir tickets are
purchased by corporate sponsors, who in
turn donate the tickets to the youths. Band
Night also is made possible by corporate
sponsors and brings area high school bands
to Rynearson Stadium to perform at
halftime.
Although Smitlh is intent on promoting
revenue sports now, his long-range plans in
clude promoting non-revenue sports, in
cluding the rest of the 22 varsity men's and
women's sports a1t EMU. "Our mission is
to re-establish athletics as an integral part
of the University by offering competitive
men's and women's sports," he said. "We
need to show how athletics benefits the
University."

Smith will have an opportunity this
spring to put more of his ideas to work pro
moting a non-revenue sport. On Sunday,
March 29, EMU will host the Mid
American Conference's Women's Gym
nastics Championships.ln these post-Mary
Lou Retton days, Smith hopes to attract a
large crowd to Bowen Field House. He
plans to promote the event to high school
gymnastics teams across the state as well as
to local gymnastics clubs.
Always the optimist, Smith was attracted
to Eastern in 1983 because he fell the
athletic program had unlimited opportu
nities.
"People told me EMU was a 'diamond
in the rough.' I have seen a lot of progress
in the program since I came here, mostly
due to a lot of hard work. And the ad
ministrative support is there," he said.
And no doubt the former electrical ap
prentice from Cleveland is playing a large
part in that progress by "connecting the cir
cuits and making sure the sparks don't fly.
"

Sport Shorts
This year's edition of the men's basket
ball team includes seven new faces on the
roster along with head coach Ben Braun,
in his first full season after taking over the
reins as interim head coach midway through
the 1985-86 campaign.
"Our goal is to build a consistent pro
gram and we are putting a premium on new,
incoming players," Braun said. "Our suc
cess will depend on how well our new
players develop and mix with our veterans."
Leading the list of returning lettermen are
co-captains Mike McCaskill, 6'4" senior
forward, and Lewis Scott, 6'5" senior
guard-forward. Other veterans include
Grant Long, 6'8" junior center-forward,
and front line players Chuck King and Paul
Grazulis.
Promising recruits include Deron
Goheen, 5'11" junior from Henry Ford
Community College, and Rick H ardesty,
5'1 1" junior from Southwestern Michigan
Community College.A quartet of out
standing freshmen, Rick Anderson, David
Clum, Brian Nolan and Brad Soucie, all en
j oyed outstanding high school careers and
earned All-State honors.
If experience is the best teacher, then the
1986- 87 women's basketball team should be

well-versed in the lessons of the hardwood.
Eleven of the Hurons' 12 letterwinners from
last season return LO improve on last year's
15-13 record and sixth place finish (8-10) in
the MAC.
"l 've never had 1 1 of the top I2 players
returning before," said head coach Kathy
Hart."This team has the right mental at
titude. They want to work hard and reach
their goal."
A formidable outside game, solidified by
the jump shooting of senior guard JoAnn
Lefevre and junior forward Laura Nelson,
and an inside game led by senior center
Sharon Rose should more than make up for
the loss of Sharon Brown, the MAC's
second-leading scorer last year.
There are few coaches anywhere who can
match the success enjoyed by Mike Jones,
men's swimming ,coach. And that success
should follow him through the I 986-87
season, as the "Jones Gang" seeks an un
precedented eiglhth consecutive MAC
championship.
Leading the Hu1ron charge this year will
be j unior freestyler David Cetlinski, the on
ly MAC qualifier to the NCAA national
championships last year. Other returning
MAC champions are Chris Black (freestyle,

medley), Bob Jennings (breaststroke) and
Jim Boerman (butterfly).Also returning
this year are sophomore Mike Cashman,
senior Doug Chestnut, junior Eric Miller
and sophomore James Christie, all top
swimmers last year.
Second-year women's swimming coach
Mary Ellen Olcese enjoyed a solid recruiting
season and expects her Hurons to finish the
1986-87 season in the top four of the con
ference. Olcese can count on six veterans to
bolster the Hurons this year: sophomore
Margaret Cullings, second in three-meter
diving at the MAC championships last year,
Sherry Koonse, Bonnie Maten, Leane
Hilbink, Suzanne Benoit and Beth
lrminger.
The 1986 women's gymnastics team was
the best in the school's history. For an en
core, head coach Steve W ilce promises this
year's squad will be even better. Wilce has
10 of 12 women returning from last year's
squad, including all-around MAC cham
pion Sharon McNie.The H urons, who
broke every school record last year, should
be strong contenders in the conference in
1987.
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Ethel D. Yafler, '28, retired in 1973 and has since
traveled to Alaska in a motor home. She and her
husband Alvin also have taken trips west and as
far east as Nova Scotia.

Thank her for the memories
Beatrice (Williams) Wooley, '33, '60, has
written a book to help people, especially the
elderly, improve their memory and cope with
memory loss.
Memory: Use It or Lose It offers a number
of Lips on memory improvement, including
the use of mnemonic devices and other
techniques that will sharpen recall skills, even
during periods of worry, depression, or
fatigue-primary causes of memory
problems.
For 10 years, Wooley has been a peer
counselor for Turner Geriatric Services, a
division of the University of Michigan
Hospitals in Ann Arbor. She is also the
mother of EMU astronomy professor Dr. Jon
Wooley.
Her first book, Facrs and Ficrion About
Memory, has sold 3,000 copies since its
publication in 1983.
Copies of Memory: Use It or Lose It can
be obtained for $4 plus $1 postage and han
dling from the Office of Development, 212
McKenny, Eastern Michigan University,
Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197.
Don't forget. Order yours now.

Rockwell honored by
friends and colleagues
Life-long athlete and EMU supponer Dean
Rorkwell, '35, was honored last March by 200
guests at a roast and recognition dinner held
in Hoyt Conference Center.
Now in his 70s, Rockwell, who still com
petes as a wrestler, was "roasted" by his pro
tege, 1984 Olympic gold medalist Steve Fraser,
EMU athletic director Gene Smith, and Roy
Wilbanks, vice president for Universiry rela
tions, among others.
To commemorate Rockwell and benefit
Eastern's wrestling program, the Dean
Rockwell Wrestling Fund has been estab
lished. The fund will provide out-of-state tui
tion scholarships as well as assist with the
team's general operating expenses.
More information on the Dean Rockwell
Wrestling Fund can be obtained by writing
Coach John Eisley, EMU Wrestling Depart
ment, Bowen Field House. Ypsilanti, Mich.
48197.
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Ruth Davis Pearce, '31, '52, celebrated her 86th
birthday in February. The San Jose. Calif., resi
dent grows primroses and almond trees and she
also tutors three days a week.

President-elect of EMU's Alumni Board, Gene
Megiveron, '54, '59, recenlly was appointed pro
fessor of educational administration at the
University of Southwestern Louisiana.

Lloyd B. Gouine,, '39, belongs to a family of
Eastern grads, whi,ch includes his late wife Lucille,
'57, and his daughter Carol A. Smallwood, '6/,
'63. Now remarried, Gouine and his wife
Margaret live in Cheboygan, Mich.

Andrew Foster, '55, and his wife Berta were
honored recently on the 30th anniversary of the
ChrisLian Mission for the Deaf, which they large
ly pioneered, as well as their own 25th wedding
anniversary. The Fosters, who are deaf, have
worked extensively in the teaching of the deaf and
hearing impaired in Africa.

1940

Dorothy Ellen Johnson Beaudry, '40, now retired

from the Ann Arbor and Dearborn schools, has
taken classes at Cleary College and the Univer
sity of Michigan.
George Chapin Bunnell, '40, has retired after 40
years in the Wyandotte school district as head
of the Social Studies Department. He lives in Ann
Arbor with his wife Leona.

Kenneth J. Seng, '56, has been a secondary school
principal for 20 years in several Washington state
school districts as well as being a member of the
State Commission for the Nonhwest Association
of Schools and Colleges.
James R. Allen, '58, retired as an FBI special
agent in July 1986 and now lives on a farm in
central Virginia.

Jeanne C. (Allen) Callihan, '40, retired in 1979
from teaching honne economics in the Tecumseh,
Mich., schools.
Now spending winters in Florida with her hus
band Fred, Gerald'ine D. Henderson Gibson, '40,
is retired after 26 years of teaching physical
education in the Troy, Birmingham and Mount
Clemens schools.
Carol Melissa Goff, '40, is now retired after
teaching for 10 ye:ars and serving for 32 years as
head librarian at the Blissfield, Mich., library.

Marjorie FranceJ: (Tompkins) Johnston, '40,
taught business education at Almont and Yp
silanti high schools. She has spent the last two
years teaching pn:school in Hudson, Mich.
Mary Harris Montean, '40, lives with her hus
band John in Scottsvii.le, N .Y. She is a reLi red
piano teacher anid librarian at the Eastman
School of Music, University of Rochester.

May 27, 1986 was a special day for dentist Joseph
G. Morris, '40, when he made a hole-in-one on
the 16th hole of the Lincoln Hills Country Club.
Morris lives in Ludington, Mich., with his wife
Mary.
Goldie J. (Wilson) Pfaff, '40, remembers when
she and some of her friends lived together on
College Place while they were students and says
she would like to return to Ypsi.

Ypsilanti resident Mary Esther Ross Miller, '42,
retired after 25 years as the executive secretary
to the vice presidenit of sales at Edwards Brothers,
I nc., Ann Arbor !book manufacturers.
A professor of textiles and apparel at Cornell
University, Mary E. Purchase, '42, received the
1986 Award of M<:rit from the American Socie
ty for Testing andl Materials.
After 20 years, Margaret (Tanny Beis) Kagerer,
'49, has returned to her occupational therapy
career. The Flint resident is retired from the River
bend Nursing Home in Grand Blanc, Mich.

Education alumni
receive mini-grants
Terry Catron, '79, Paul Jackson, '58, and
Pam Westerhold, '68, all recently received
$250 mini-grants from the Eastern Michigan
University College of Education Alumni
Association.
The three were the first to benefit from the
new mini-grant program, designed to assist
educators with research and other extra
curricular activities related to education.
The recipients will present summaries of
their projects at the EMU College of Educa
tion Honors Banquet in the spring of 1987.

1960

A speech/language pathologist for the Redford
Union schools since 1961, Judith B. (Lein) Frank,
'6/, lives in Troy \Vith her husband Michael, a
Latin teacher, and their 8-year-old daughter Erin.
Ronald W. Yahr, '63, '71, formerly an educational
administrator, is now general manager for the
Canton Analytical Laboratory and lives in Ann
Arbor with his wife Karen.
Roy M. Bassett, '64, '70, '78, was appointed
superintendent of the Woodhaven school district
in July 1985. He lives in Woodhaven with his wife
Carol (Henderson) Bassett, '64.

Kindergarten teacher Kaye (Steele) Espinosa, '64,
recently was honored by the Rialto Chamber of
Commerce for her service to education in the
Rialto Unified School District.
Walter Keck, '65, has been named business
manager for the Liquor Control Commission.
Keck is now the highest ranking civil servant in
the LCC and oversees all departments.

Dorothy "Dottie B" Bielik, '68, is looking for

Jones Hall residents, 1964-68, to keep in touch
with and 10 arrange a possible reunion. Send
a personal note to her at P.O. Box 371, Wyan
dotte, Mich. 48192.
Rich Pearson, '65, '71, worked in the student

union at EMU in 1961. His supervisor then was
fellow student Dick Mann, '63, and now Pear
son and Mann are working together again at
Davis Junior High School in Utica, where Mann
is the principal and Pearson is the assistant
principal.

Dearborn resident J. Darrell Donelson, '66, '70,
recently was appointed assistant principal at
Lowrey School, also in Dearborn.
Richard A. Kaye, '66, of Plymouth, has been ap
pointed assistant vice president for community
banking with Comerica Bank-Detroit.
Marilyn H. Waite, '66, began her first full-time

teaching job at Our Lady of Peace elementary
school in Canton, Ohio. Now a grandmother, she
continued her education at several universities,
including Ohio Dominican College. where she
won an award for painting in 1983.
Sandra Epps, '67, '71, principal of King Elemen

tary School in Flint, recently was named Region
JO Outstanding Practicing Principal of the Year
by the Michigan Elementary and Middle School
Principals Association.
Michael D. Samoek, '67, is the senior vice presi

dent of the Continental Trust Co. in Dallas, Texas,
where he also lives with his wife Joanne.

Dexter resident Ernest £. Bevins, '68, was named
Michigan Secondary Reading Teacher of the Year.
Bevins is a teacher and department head at
Pioneer Middle School in Plymouth and is a
member of several educational associations and
councils.
Gov. James Blanchard recently appointed Dr.
Pr111I Eisele, '68, to the State Hazardous Waste
Management Planning Committee, which will
review the effectiveness of the state's hazardous
waste plans. Eisele lives in Belleville with his wife
Kathleen (Baginski), '68, '72.

Sheryl Anne Ernst Hall, '68, '73, married Mark

Francis Purol on June 22, 1985. The couple lives
in Manchester, Mich.
Dean Ludwig, '68, principal of Central High
School in Flint, recently was named Educator of
the Year by the Sales and Marketing Executives
organization.
Dennis "Dino" Lampron, '69, '70, '81, '82,

recently presented a workshop on "Using Life
Development Visualization With High School
Students and Recent Graduates for Career Ex
ploration" to the Washtenaw County Counselors
Association and secondary counselors of the Ann
Arbor public schools.

Tim Quinn, '69, '?/, resigned from his job as
superintendent of tlhe Green Bay area schools to
become deputy state superintendent in Madison,
Wis., last summer. He is a former member of the
EMU Alumni Board of Directors, serving as
president-elect in 1 979-80.
Joyce Ann M. (Sielinski) Szymanski, '69, and

David P. Szymanski were married Sept. 27, 1985.
She is a teacher in thte Bedford public schools and
the couple lives in Petersburg, Mich.

1970
An agency manage· r for State Farm I nsurance
since 1974, Edward N. Blanchett, '70, previous
ly taught for four years.
Bertha Mae Booke1; '70, has been appointed to

the Zoning Board of Crystal Township. She and
her husband Leland, '70, live in Crystal, Mich.

Putricia J. Dignan, '70, recently published an ar
ticle titled "Natural High Day" in /11struclor

magazine. She is the! principal of Ardis Elemen
tary School in Ypsilanti.

In addition to being a teacher of industrial arts
and mathematics in the Taylor school district,
Da11iel Baron Edmunds, '70, of Trenton, is the
head varsity football coach and junior varsity
basketball coach for Kennedy High School and
head softball coach at Truman High School.
Puulamarie Dobija Fercho. '70, '77, taught in the
Trenton and Redfo�d school districts. For the last
five years she has been working at home raising
her child. The Canton resident returned to
substitute teaching this fall.
Chrysler Corp. i n
Detroit has appointed

.•.

Ronald J. Gardho.use,
'70, as group controller

accounting. Previously
he served as manage:r of
corporate accounting
and manager of ac
counting research and
analysis, also for
Chrysler.

�

Retired market research director Joseph E.
Hovorka, '70, and his wife Patricia arc proud to
report that their daughter Nancy, '76, will receive
her Ph.D. from the University of Missouri this
fall.
Len Stephen Jenki'ns, '70, '80, a high school
English teacher and freelance writer, is also a
breeder and trainer of English Setter field dogs.
Jenkins, who lives in Monroe with his wife
Charlene, '75, owm a major English Setter
kennel.

A regional manageir at Interactive Technologies
Inc., William Stuar1r Lozon, '70, also is a profes
sional clown and is active with the Shriners and
Masons.
Arthur Joseph Marcell, '70, teaches high school

math and coaches varsity basketball in the Ox
ford, Mich., schools.

The director of athletics and aquatics in the
Chelsea, Mich., schools, Larry Reed, '70, was
chosen Class B Swimming Coach of the Year in
1981. Reed and his wife Carol, '67, '73, live in
Chelsea.
In 1981, Bruce A. Summers, '70, founded Dimen
sion Controlled Specialties Corp. and serves as
its president. He and his wife Anita (Volmer), '72,
soon will be relocating to Traverse City from their
home in Canton.
Peter P. 7yler, '70, is the executive director of the
American Association of Osteopathic Specialists.
He also is a part-time faculty member at Clayton
State College in Morrow, Ga., near where he lives
with his wife Rosalind, '70.
Lewiston, Mich., resident Thomas R. Zick, '70,
owns a CPA firm and two computer stores in
Gaylord and Traverse City. His wife Marilyn
Boyce, '70, is an accountant.

Roth helps companies
into the computer age
Alan Roth, '70, '85, recently founded
CADServ I nc., a Firm that provides computer
programs and equipment to medium- and
small-sized companies that want to enter the
computer-aided surveying, drafting and de
sign markets. Roth decided to use the con
sortia approach, feeling that the 1980s, with
rapidly falling hardware prices and the con
stant evolution of software, is the "decade of
consortia and the rental, not purchase, of
computer software and hardware'.'
Today, CADServ is located in New Hud
son, Mich., and employs three full-time peo
ple, a part-time systems person and several
consultants.

Dr. John B. Ervin, '71, of St. Louis, Mo., retired
from the Danforth Foundation in May 1986.
Linda Sue (Abrams) Lehman, '71, is a secretary
at the Christensen l nsurance Agency and lives
in Howell, Mich., with her husband Lee.

Former EMU quarter
back Don Stewart, '71,
'74, recently was named
Southwest Florida
Coach or the Year.
Stewart coaches basket
ball at Cape Coral High
School and, prior to
moving to Florida, was
head rootball coach at
Willow Run High
School for seven years.
Donald B. Weatherspoon, '71, is the deputy direc

tor for strategic planning and regulatory affairs
for the Michigan Department of Commerce and
lives in Marquette.
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Jean Louise (Patrick) Banish, '71, '74, taught for
eight years in West Bloomfield and is now a
homemaker and mother of Mark, 5, and Andrew,
2. Banish and her husband Gary, '71, expected
a third child in August.

rormerly a dancer in Los Angeles, Michael J.
Baranowski, '71, now manages a chain of
gourmet groceries and is a director with the
Foothill Theatre Company. The North San Juan,
Calif., resident also is a leader in local gay
consciousness-raising organizations, drama and
forensics.
A mental health counselor with Tuscola County
Community Mental Health, William Ward
Beard, '71, '78, currently is a doctoral student
in psychology at the Fielding Institute.
Gerald I.. Bennett, '71, was ordained an
Episcopal priest in 1985 and now is serving at
Holy Cross Episcopal Church in Novi and St.
Anne's Episcopal Church in Walled Lake.

George Edward Boggs, '71, a quality assurance
engineer for Motorola Government Electronics
Group, married Cheryl Hamilton in April 1984.
The Phoenix residents are expecting their first
child in January 1987.
Florine Bond, '71, a social worker and Inkster
resident, has enrolled in Wayne State Universi
ty's M.S.W. program and expects to graduate in
1988.

Jack Patrick Boylan, '71, and his wife Jean build
houses and travel overseas in the summer. Dur
ing the school year, Jack is an industrial educa
tion instructor at Napoleon High School in
Napoleon, Mich.
Formerly a special education teacher, Elizabeth
Frances Hann Brooks, '71, '75, is now a full-time
parent to two children. She also volunteers for
the Maplegrove Education Project for substance
abuse prevention and is vice president of the
board of directors for Children's Oncology Ser
vices of Michigan, which operates a Ronald
McDonald House in Detroit.
John G. Bulmer, '71, a teacher for the Plymouth
Canton schools, and his wife Lynn, '75, attend
many EMU events with their daughter Amy
Lynn, who was born May 9, 1985.
Thomas R. Burkert, '71, currently coaches
baseball and football at Howell High School near
where he lives with his wife Marge.
Southfield resident Gerald 0. Cardwell, '71, a
warranty analysis adminstrator, is a major in the
U.S. Army Reserves and also belongs to the
Southfield alumni chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity. His wife Betty (Moore), '74, is a special
education teacher at Dossin Elementary School
in Detroit.
James F. Carter, '71, and h.is wife Pamela, '74,

met at a party while both were attending EMU
and were married at Holy Trinity Chapel in 1975.
Their first child, Ted, was born in April.
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Thomas A. Cho,,niuk, '71, is a general district
manager for K-mart Corp. He lives i n
Williamsburg, Mich., with his wife Paula, a
registered nurse, and their two daughters.
Carol Cogswell, '71, a teacher for three years,
switched careers after completing EMU's nurs
ing program in 1978. She now is a charge nurse
at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital. Her husband Tim,
'71, is a teacher and head football coach i n the
Pinckney schools.
A mother of two and member of the board of
directors of Pacific Primary Childcare Center,
Joyce (Thomas) Crum, '71, has been employed
for 1 1 years as a contract administrator for the
San Francisco Private 1 ndustry Council. She lives
in Oakland, Calif., with her husband Elvin, '71.
Loraine Marie C,',Upski, '71, taught special educa

tion for nine years in a private school and cur
rently is looking for a position in the public
school system.
Robert Carlton lOelvin, '71, is a music librarian

and assistant professor at I llinois Wesleyan
University's Sch,:,ol of Music.

Randall E. Faust, '71, currently is working as an
assistant professor of music at Auburn Univer
sity in Alabama,. and his wife Sharon, '71, is a
graduate assistant in music at the University of
Cincinnati Colle· ge Conservatory.
Ronald James J"'erenczi, '71, '77, has been a
stockbroker for five years and currently works
for First of America. He writes a column for the
Associated New:spapers and lives in Dearborn
Heights with his, wife Linda, '78.
A teacher in the Oakridge public schools for 15
years, Michelle Ann (Brancheau) Frantz, '71, lives
in Muskegon with her husband Robert, who owns
a car sales business.

Now living in Scottsdale, Ariz., with his wife
Christina, Wil/form Christopher Hammers, '71,
owns and operat, es Altissimo, a recording studio
and music printi ing service.
Mary Beth PollaJrd Harja, '71, has had a 12-year
career as an insurance agent with Allstate and
soon will open a neighborhood insurance office
in Germantown, Tenn.
A teacher in the Bedford public schools,
Temperance, Mich., resident Barbara Jeanne
(Uhl) Harris, '72, '76, is working on her Ed.D.
at the University of Toledo.
Diana L. (Shaw} Hom, '71, is an adult educa

tion teacher for the Coldwater and Hillsdale com
munity schools and lives in Litchfield, Mich.,
with her husband Charles and their three sons.
Mark Winslow Howard, '71, is a partner and vice
president of sales for D.D.F. Transportation, Inc.
He lives in Williamsville, N.Y., with his wife Lauri
and three childnen.
Shirley Ann Ivan, '71, a substitute teacher, is

completing requirements for renewal of her
teaching certificate and lives in Brillon, Mich.,
with her husband Kenneth.

Marion (Salvato) Jungermann, '71, taught in the

Livonia public schools for two years, moved to
South Dakota and now lives in Minnetonka,
Minn.
A third grade teacher at Resurrection Parish
School, Kathleen Anita Matatall Kata, '71, lives
in Jacksonville, Fla., with her husband Stanley
and their three children, Kristin, 12, Kevin, 10,
and Kelly, 4.
Brian Michael Kozma, '71, started his own video

rental business in 1984 that has grown to a three
store chain. Kozma, who lives in Lincoln Park
with his wife Rita, worked at McKenny Union
and the library while at EMU.
Lansing resident Marvin James Lynch, '71, is a
personnel manager at Michigan State Universi
ty. He lives in Lansing with his wife Jacqueline,
'73.

Michael Patrick MaloneJ; '71, has earned two

master's degrees and has been an elementary
principal for four years. Maloney lives in Kent
wood, Mich., with his wife Madeline, '74.
Ronald Stephen Matta. '71, of Ypsilanti, has
worked in the aircraft and automotive industries
building high-tech future programs and making
production parts.
After many years in education, Edward J.
McEachem, '71, '76, and his wife Mary Jane, '71,
'76, started their own business in Ypsilanti seven
years ago.
Thomas R. Menard, '71, works for Ford Motor
Co. and lives in Dexter with his wife Ruth and
two children, Kyle, 17, and Allison, 10.

A project manager for Ameritech, John Wharton
Milford, '71, of Ypsilanti, also serves on the
Republican State Committee.

Former teacher Patricia (Siok) Miller, '71, and
her husband Arthur, now retired, spend their
winters in Fort Myers, Fla., and their summers
in Rockford, Mich.
Susan Catherine Endres Mortimer, '71, has

taught the hearing impaired for 13 years in the
Redford Union school district and also teaches
in its summer reading clinic. She and her hus
band Robert have three cats and enjoy travel,
gardening, golfing, fishing, backpacking and
weaving.

Teacher turned full-time mother. Angela Marie
(Rix) Mrowiec, '71., currently is pursuing a career
in writing stories and songs for children in her
Chicago home.
Maureen Tierman Nelson, '71, loves being a full

time mother to Jeffrey, 5, and Amanda, 2, and
a part-time movement therapist at the South
Beach Psychiatric Center in Staten Island, N.Y.

Former EMU wrestler Gerald N. Papazian, '71,
lives in Lake Ann, Mich., with his wife Jeri and
is a health educator for the Benzie central
schools. In addition, he works with teen pregnan
cy, suicide intervention and victims of sexual
abuse.

Alice B. Perers, '72, has taught in the Monroe
public schools for the las! 15 years. She also owns
the Lake Erie Emergency Service, a towing ser
vice on the western end of Lake Eric.
Constance Sevomy Obelnick, '72, a music
teacher, spent three months in Europe last year
and lOok a 10-<lay class a1 the Orff lnslilute in
Salzburg, Austria.
The director of safety and security at the
Jacksonville, Fla., Baptist Medical Center,
Frederick G. Roll, '72, is a certified protection
professional and a certified healthcare protection
administrator.
For the last 12 years, Leonard J. Ryszka, '72, has
been a middle school teacher for the Addison
community schools. Ryszka has also coached
middle school football and is curremly a track
coach.
After leaching elementary education for two
years, Linda (Hillard) Sa/e11bien, '72, now lives
in Adrian, Mich., and is employed as a housewife
and mother of four children.
Roberr lee Sauuer, '72, '76, is the director of
microbiology at Harrisburg Hospital. He also
teaches cominuing education classes and especial
ly enjoys his family, which includes wife Marlene
Ann and 6-month-old Rebecca Ann.
Active with the EMU Players as a s1.udent, Mark
H. Sawyer-Dail)\ '72, currently is an actor/direc
tor for the Actors Theatre of Louisville. He has
appeared on several television soap operas, in
cluding Another World and The Guiding light,
and also performed off-Broadway in "1\velfth
Night."
In 1985, Joseph L. Schwarrz, '72, was one of 1 9
Michigan educators l O tour China and the
U.S.S.R. A principal in the Saline schools, he was
elected last July as vice president of the Michigan
Association of Secondary School Principals. He
lives in Ann Arbor with his wife Beuy, '78.
Allorney John R. Slare, '72, was appoimed Allen
Park city attorney in December 1985. Slate and
his wife lucky, '69, '71, also live in Allen Park.
After five years in Athens, Ga., Edward M.
Sraniek Jr., '72, a materials manager for I nco
Corp., and his wife Sharon relocated to Lake
Orion, Mich.
Self-employed as the owner of an Attica, Mich.,
party shop, John M. Topie, '72, also is the var
sity basketball coach at Imlay City High School.
Bobby J. Wells, '72, is executive director of ven
ture capital for the Flint Community Develop
ment Corp. and was selected as the Small
Business Administration 1986 Minority Advocate
of the Year for the stale of Michigan.
A state-licensed EMT specialist, Daniel L.
Zawacki, '72, is a teacher in the Blissfield, Mich.,
schools, administrator of the Addison fire depart
ment ambulance and a member of the Lenawee
County Sheriffs Underwater Search/Rescue
Team.

Barbara Jean (La11gh/i11) Adler, '73, is an assis
tant professor of communication at Concordia
College in Ann Arbor and currently is working
on her Ph.D. al Wayne State University. She lives
in Ypsilanti with her husband Tim, '77.
Now employed as a supervisor for General
Motors Warehousing and Distribution, Kem
Douglas Bailo, '73., previously taught for eight
years al Alpena and Rochester Adams high
schools. Bailo also was chosen Genesee County
Coach of the Year in 1985.
Bruce Alan Baker, '73, vice president and chief
operating officer for Queen Quality Laundry Co.
in Detroit, is also an avid jogger and owns a
golden retriever named Higgins.
Stephen Bennick IU, '73, began s!Udying !his fall
for a Master of Arts degree in religion at the
A1henaeum of Ohio. Bcrmick is also a candidate
for the position of deacon in the Catholic Arch
diocese of Cincinnati.
Archie Cameron Brown, '73, opened a law firm
specializing in new and emerging businesses, real
estate, es1a1e planning and condominium laws.
He is a member of the Washtenaw County
Historic District Commission.
Currently stationed in Ansbach, Germany, Gale
Norrhcross Brown, '73, is a physician with the
U.S. Army. She has two children, Dale, 17, and
Sonya, 15.
Junior-senior high school librarian Susanne
Brzakowski, '73, '7'9, has worked in the Tawas,
Mich., schools since 1976. She is a member of
many Iosco County associations and councils
and also is active with the Tawas Perchville
Festival.
Andrew Michael Burke, '73, is an assistalll pro
fessor of welding technology at Monroe Coun
ty Community Col lege. Burke lives in Detroit
with his wife Gilda., '76, and has taught al the
community college level for 12 years.
A summa cum laudle graduate of Lawrence l n 
slilute of Technology i n Southfield, Sreven A .
Chanwlak, '73, lives in Canion with his wife of
12 years. Deborah, "74. He is currently a project
engineer for M ichigan Automation Co.. Inc.
Elementary school teacher Linda Marie (Good
nuff) Cicchini, '73, recently finished her leaching
recertification. She lives in Mount Clemens with
her husband Ralph ..
Frederick A. Cohen, '73, of Southfield, is a social
swclies teacher with the Detroit public schools
and also referees basketball games at the high
school and college levels.
Gary Lyle Collins, '73, can boast a 114-11 won
loss record and eight league championships in
his 12 years of coaching cross country. Collins
lives in Birmingham and leaches in the Troy
schools.
Michael Dabbs, '73, has been promoted from
associate director 10 executive director of the Ann
Arbor Y. He formerly served in the U.S. Army
and received the Army Commendation Medal.

Former forensics double
champ coaches EMU team
Jerry Bluhm, '73, '75, Eastern's first dou
ble national champion in forensics, has re
turned to the University as its new forensics
coach.
Bluhm, who won a double forensics cham
pionship in the areas of extemporaneous
speaking and impromptu speaking in 1972,
took over the coaching reins of EMU's cham
pionship forensics team from Denise Gorsline
this fall. Previously, Bluhm was a pan-lime
instructor at EMU during 1975 and 1976.
Following that he was the director of foren
sics and chairperson of the Speech Depart
ment at Brother Rice High School in Birm
ingham. He also was employed at the Univer
sity of Michigan from 1971 to 1986.
Bluhm lives in HuntinglOn Woods with his
wife Lorraine (Uroda), '72, '76, and their
three children.

Salvatori DeSanto, '73, had a goal LO work with
the ans near his home, and today he owns and
operates a printing center two blocks from the
Livonia home he shares with his wife Carolyn.
Duluth, Minn., resident Patricia Ann Henisse,
'73, director of adult rehabilitation for the Polin
ski Medical Rehabilitation Center, is finishing her
master's degree through the Institute for Personal
and Career Development al Central Michigan
University.
Louise Ann (Buffmeyer) Holman, '73, married
John C Holman, '71, in 1974 and they have three
children. She became a registered dietitian in 1975
and worked four years in the Lansing public
schools. In 1978 she became an administrative
assistant in the Mason, Mich., school dis1ric1.
Gordon E. Holton, '73, and his wife Sharon, '62,
arc both teachers. he for the Jackson public
schools and she for !he Jackson County Western
school districl.
A social worker for !he Michigan Depanmelll
of Social Services in Detroit, John E. Hudson,
'73, completed his Ph.D. in educational
psychology in 1984. He lives in Ypsilanti with his
wife Camille, '76, and two children, Shannon and
Courtney.
A bilingual administrator in the Pajaro Valley
school district, Wendy (Keating) Hurst, '73, also
has taught in South America and was a Peace
Corps volunteer in Nepal. She lives in Watson
ville, Calif., with her husband of 1 1 years, Lowell,
'73, and their two children.
Retired teacher consullalll and homemaker Rena
Ann (Gross) Janower, '73, is the bookkeeper for
her husband Martin's dental practice.
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Susan Jane Jenkin, '73, '80. has taught school

in Inkster and Ypsilanti and now teaches in Kan
sas City, Mo. She currently is working on her
Educational Specialist degree at the University
of M issouri.
Ralph 1¥. Johnson, '73, recently moved to !he
Washington, D.C., area and is senior auditor with
Lhe Department of the Treasury Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. He also has
published articles in the Federal Register.

A special agent and registered representative for
Prudential Insurance and Financial Services in
Ann Arbor, Daniel J. Lanuti, '73, lives in
Belleville with his wife Judy.
Selected by 1he M ichigan High School Baseball
Coaches Association as 1985 Class "C" Coach
of 1he Year, Howard S. Madsen, '73, also is a self
employed builder in Rogers City, Mich.
Daniel Paul Maynard, '73, the hobbycraft depart

ment supervisor at 1he Marquellc branch prison,
currently is completing his master's in military
and international history a1 Northern Michigan
University.
Kenneth J. Mick/ash, '73, assistant 10 1hc
superintendent in 1he Huron intermediate school
district, also has been a speech therapist, a K-12
principal and director of a media center. He lives
in Cass City, Mich., with his wife Theresa, '73,
and !heir three children.
Married for eighl years wi1h 1wo daughters, Clif
ford Seo// MurphJ-, '73, and Sherry Powers, '77,
live in Ann Arbor and would like 10 hear from
other 1973 social work graduates.

Since his graduation, Jim P. Newcomer, '73, has
held numerous positions and currently is the
manager of yard projects for the Consolidated
Rail Corp. His wife Mary Ann (Gonyea), '73. is
an elementary computer instructor and also
designs and creates soft sculpture dolls in the
likenesses of famous people.

0110, 73, was a practicing physician
and now has returned to a residency al St.
Joseph's Hospital in Flint.

James R.

Hubbard Lake, Mich., postmaster John P.
Parkinson IV, '73, is studying part time for his
master's degree. He lives in H ubbard Lake with
his wife Cynthia•, '73.
Upon retiring from the Wayne County Sheriff's
Department as ai police inspector, Dr. William
Daniel Parkman Jr., '73, accepted a position in
Saginaw as deputy chief of police in January
1986.
Celeste M. (Giovanni) Poggenburg, '73, '74, has
worked for many years as a speech pathologist
and currently is a teacher of the speech and
language impairc!d for 1he Kearsley community
schools in Flint.
Sigma Nu Ph'I sorority is1er Patricia Joann
Pompi, '73, '77, keeps busy as the mother of two

children, owner of a cooking school called Pat
Pompi's All Natural Cuisine, an exercise instruc
tor and an adult education teacher of English,
health and m11ri1ion in Easl Detroit.

Elementary leac:her Marie T. Rassel, '73, a
Monroe resident, also attends nigh! school, sum
mer school and takes correspondence courses.
Now back al EMU to obtain his second master's
degree, Fredericlc J. Rau, 73, currently teaches
in Flint and lives in Swartz Creek with his wife
Eileen, '73.

Suzanne GuisaJ:ola Salvo, '73, received her

master's degree from 1he University of Toledo in
1985 and is now 1he coordinator of career
counseling for Righi Field I nc., a career counsel
ing service in Sylvania, Ohio. Salvo lives in
Temperance, Mich., with her husband Leonard,
'70.

A former member of EMU's student senate,

Mary l. (Graham) Skalsky, '73, has been ac

cepted into Oakland University's MAT/Reading
program. A full-lime working mother of three
children, she also is a cubmaster in the Boy
Scouts and is married to John G. Skalsky, '75.

After 12 years of teaching, Carla Elissa Sledge,
'73, '82, has changed careers and is now an
auditor with Touche Ross in Detroit. She also is
pursuing her M.B.A. al the University of
Michigan, Dearborn.
Karen Eileen Hice Zick, '73, is a homemaker and
mother of four children. Formerly, she was the
assistant buyer of fabrics and art needlework for
Hudson's and was self employed for four years.

Realtor Jean Nead Laviola, '74. of Ypsilanti, is
the 1986 co-chairman in the reahor division for
the Washtenaw County United Way campaign.
William Francis Moroski, '74, '78, is a special
education teacher at Troy High School. H e
earned his learning disabilities certificate from
Marygrove College in 1980.
Celeste E. Klein, '75, '86, works in graphics pro
duction for Volkswagen-Stout in Menomonie,
Wis. She currently is completing a master's in
media lechnology al the University of
Wisconsin-Stout.
Suzanne M. Schaefer, '75, and John S. Gower

were married June 14, 1986. They are living in
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Joseph E. Lubaway Ill, '75, a drafting teacher
at North Adams-Jerome High School, received
a mini-grant from the Michigan Board of Educa
tion. He lives in Quincy, Mich., with his wife Bar
bara L. Roberts, '75, a teacher consultant with
the Hillsdale community schools.
Pol/yam, Williams Slappey, '75, '80. recently
developed a life skills program al the junior and
senior high levels for severely mul1ihandicapped
deaf students at the Wisconsin School for the
Deaf.

Wedding bells rang for Nancy Filiak Baleja, '77,
and Frank Baleja on April 20, 1985. They now
live in Redford.

Michigan Advancement Council,
EMU Student Senate honor I Ford
Congressman William ford, '76, recently
was presented with awards for his service to
education from both !he Michigan Advance
ment Council and EMU 's Student Senate.
Former Director of Development Jim
Brunnemer and Regent William Simmons
presented Ford with the Michigan Advance
ment Council's Service Award al an EMU
alumni reception in Washington, D. C. in
June, and 1he EMU Student Senate named
Ford Legislator of 1he Year and presented him
with the award in October.
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A teacher in the Huntsville, Texas, intermediate
school district, Deborah J. (Bell) Brinegar, '77,
currently is working on her master's degree in
education as a reading specialist al Sam Houston
Stale University.
Robin Carr, '77, has
been promoted to
group account super
visor at D:<\rcy Masius
Benton & Bowles in
Bloomfield Hills.

Belly Lou Stover, '77, '79, has joined the facul·
ty at Lawrence Institute of Technology in
Southfield, where she teaches humanities courses.
She received her Ph.D. from Wayne Srate Univer·
sity and has taught at both EMU and Schoolcraft
College.
Robert L. Becker, '79, and his wife Mary live in
Phoenix, Ariz., where he works as a singing
waiter at Yesterday's restaurant. He recently had
the opportunity to perform with the Ink Spots.
Identical twin daughters Sarah and Kristin, born
Aug. I I , 1985, keep A l Stamer, 79, a teacher/
coach, and his wife Maureen, busy. The Slamers
live in Battle Creek.

1980
Susan Ray Allen, '80, currently is the program
director for the Wang Child Care Center in
Chelmsford, Mass. She received her M.Ed. from
Harvard University in 1983.
Unda Jean A llgeyer, '80, recently finished her
sixth year of teaching the visually impaired. The
Connersville, Ind., resident is working on her
M.A. in special education at Ball Srate University.
Kurr £. Amolsch, '80, of Ypsilanti, is an assis·
rant professor at Concordia College in Ann Ar·
bor and is studying at Michigan State Universi·
ry for his D.M.A. in conducting.
Registered dental hygienist Wendy Louise Dotts
Arntson, '80, and her husband Erlyn have a
daughter Denise, 3, and a newborn son, Greg.
She is active in the Washtenaw branch of the
M ichigan Dental Hygienists Association.
Jill G. Beauchamp, '80, teaches speech, debate,
forensics and English at St. Francis High School
in Traverse City. She also is active in the Traverse
City Civic Players and directs two plays a year.
Glenn Black, '80, manager of field operations
for Fairlane Health Services Corp., and his wife
Carla were married April 27, 1984. Their son,
Eric Christopher, was born July 5, 1985. The
family lives in Southfield.
Walled Lake resident Cynthia L. (Miller)
Bozimowski, '80, is a supervisor for the GM
Truck and Bus Group in Pontiac and will earn
her M.S.A. from Central Michigan University in
December.
Dennis Jerald Briess, '80, and his wife Jaricia live
in North Carolina. He enjoys his career at IBM
and they expected a brother or sister for daughter
Vanessa, 2, in September.
Christine Br,ezinski, '80, a legal services attorney,
and her husband Anthony Aiello are the parents
of Theresa Rose, born Jan. 22, 1986.
A social worker at Outer Drive Hospital in Lin·
coin Park, Carmella Cicirelli, '80, received her
M.S.W. from Wayne State University in 1982 and
her A.C.S.W. in 1984.

Jill (Wit.son) Dean, '80, currently is a homemaker
and mother of two children, Robert, 2, and Pat·
ti, 10 months. She lives with her husband Michael
in Redford.
Being a substitute , teacher, wife and full·time
mom to 3 y· ear·old Derek has kept Renee S. DreK\
'80, busy since gradluation.
Nancy Scully Dunl'I, '80, is a self-employed
French teacher in East Lansing and also coor·
dinates extracurricular language classes for
elementary students.
Ho/lee A. Frick, '80, a kindergarten teacher in
the Monroe public s1;hools, has published an ar·
ticle in the January 1986 issue of The Journal
of Reading and hias sold an article titled
"Creature Dramatics" to Instructor magazine.
She also writes reviews of children's liierature.
laura (Paul) Jaster, '80, teaches the hearing im·
paired in Bloomfield Hills and is working on her
master's in guidance and counseling at EMU.
Kathleen L. (York) Lyons, '80, is the director of
adult community , education in the Wayne·
Westland schools and also is involved in conduct·
ing staff developmem research projects and sup·
port work activities. She lives in Wixom with her
husband Fred, '79.
Alice Young Martin, '80, is a marketing and
management teacher and DECA adviser in
Saginaw.
A program director for residential treatment for
adolescents at the Macomb County Youth In·
terim Care Facility, William R. Matthews, '80,
is also state director of Building Family Strengths,
a national prevention project.
Christopher McCoslcy, '80, sports ed itor for the
_
_
Observer and Eccen.tric newspapers _tn Livonia,
helps his wife Susan raise 13·month·old Ryan and
is working on his master's at EMU.
Findlay, Ohio, resident Diane Marie McWethy,
'80, a social worker, recently was promoted from
senior caseworker to office director and planned
to marry Craig Palcomb in October.
Entrepreneur Renee Jlobillard Merchant, '80, '83,
is owner/consultant of Delta Systems in Garden
City. The company soon will be expanding to
Jackson. Merchant and her husband S. Richard,
'80, '83, also live in Garden City.
Dianne I. Novak, '80, a lecturer and computer
coordinator in EMU's Department of Teacher
Education, also is pursuing a Ph.D. at the Univer·
sity of Michigan.
Denise Ann Goodman Palazzola, '80, of New
Boston, Mich., teaches special education in the
Woodhaven school dlistrict. She has completed
30 hours toward her master's degree and also
holds an L.D. certificate.
Joy A. Perlo,,e, '80, a speech/language
pathologist for the A.I. DuPont Institute in
Wilmington, Del., is an active member in the
Delaware Speech and Hearing Association.

Victoria (Bernero) Poniti:., '80, is a dietitian at
the University of Michigan and her husband
Robert, '80, '85, is a social worker. They live in
Ann Arbor and have two children, Elizabeth
Marie, 3, and Nicholas John, 9 months.
Systems engineer Tammy Marie Roeske, '80, mar·
ried Thomas Zernick on Aug. 2, 1986. The COU·
pie lives in Albion.
Robert Alan Ryan, '80, recently earned a master's
degree in public policy from CBN University in
Virginia Beach, Va.
A management analysJ for the U.S. General Ac·
counting Office in Alexandria, Va., Robert J.
Seeterlin, '80, '83, married Mary Poster on Feb.
8, 1985.
Denise Bartolo She/le, '80, and her husband
Dennis, '78, are parents of David, 2, and Danielle,
2 momhs, and live in Wayne.
Renee Andrine Soderlund, '80, is an occupational
therapist at the Motion Picture and Television
Fund Hospital in Woodland Hills, Calif. She lives
in Tarzana.
A teacher of the deaf at the Peninsula Oral
School for the Deaf in Redwood City, Calif., for
the past six years, Gwen lee Vavrinek, '80, re·
ceived her master's degree from San Francisco
State in learning disabilities.
Former account representative and hairstylist
Annalisa (Sjogren) Wessel, ·so, is now a
homemaker and mother. She lives in Ann Arbor
with her husband Gregory and their son Erik.
Dan Keith Wilkinson, '80, was awarded the
Master of Divinity degree from the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary on May 23, 1986.
Teri Slabinski, '81, married Mike Donaldson on
Nov. 29, 1985 in Las Vegas. She is an associate
department manager at Manufacturer's Hanover
Mortgage Co. in Farmington Hills. They live in
Pontiac.
Manchester, M ich., sculptor Richard 71Jcker, '81,
has been chosen to create a sculpture in Chicago's
Burnham Park, adjacent to the Art Institute of
Chicago, as part of Sculpture Chicago '86. He
wi II be an artiSL ·in·residence i n Chicago while he
works on the piece.
Roberta (Bobbie) White, '81, a mental health
therapist in Benton Harbor, received her M .S.W.
from Western Michigan University in 1983. After
living in Chicago, she says it's "great to be back
in Michigan!"
While working as an
accountant for General
Motors, Marjorie G.
1-Vhittemore, '81, re·
ceived a $10,000 Sug.
gestion Award for a
cost·saving idea. She
currently teaches busi·
ness and management
at Texas Southmost
College in Brownsville,
Texas.
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M.T. Hammer, '81, of Detroit, graduated from
Wayne State University's School of Allied Health
and Pharmacy in August 1985 with a B.S. in nurse
anesthesia.

Clinical dietician Anne Luongo, '82, is working
on a master's degree in exercise science at
Oakland University.
Christina Mosher 0/tls, '81, a lab assistant at

Jackson Community College, and her husband
Michael are the proud parents of 3-year-old
Elizabeth and I-year-old Kathleen.
Margie Easton, '83, a geologist for the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources, married
Matthew Frisch in September 1986. The newly
weds live in Lansing.
Craig Hepler, '83, and his wife, Lynn (Korby),
'80, of Southfield, became parents of Jeffrey

Lawrence on Jan. 7, 1986. She is a teacher of the
learning disabled with the Detroit schools and
he is a programmer/analyst for New World
Systems.

Diana L. (Martindale) Nelson, '83, and Tom
Nelson were married June 29, 1985. They live in
Sr. Mary's, Ohio.
Christina Lane (Ryvior)
Parker, '83, married
William Parker, '70, in

December 1985. She
joined Andrus Com
mercial Realty i1 n Ann
Arbor in May 1986.
They live in Ypsilanti.

Technical writer Kristen Steward, '83, was mar
ried on June 28.. 1986 and lives in Ypsilanti.
Shelly (Walker) Vavro, '83, married Don Vavro
July 7, 1984. She has been a manager of
documentation and training at EDS since
September 1984 and prior to that taught high
school business education for one year.

Lillian K . (Prisk ) Boaden, ' 1 6
Moline, Ill.
Mamie (Sundberg) Miller, '04
Lillian Davidson, ' 1 6
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Pontiac, Mich.
Helen (Barton) Miller, '09, ' 1 9
Grover C . Torrey, ' 1 6
Columbus, Ohio
Mount Morris, Mich.
Sylvester Linck, ' I O
Maude (Benton) Beverly, ' I i'
Ravenna, Mich.
St. Petersburg. Fla.
Alma Wylie, ' 1 0
Edmund Haug Bremer, ' 1 7
Norwood, Ohio, 2-81
Plainwell, Mich., 3-4-86
Vernice S. (Walkinshaw) Hart, ' 1 2
Bertha Lapointe, ' 1 7
Marshall, Mich.
Tecumseh, Mich.
Beth (Churchill) Wells, ' 1 2
Eva F. (Shoebridge) Speers, ' 1 7
San Jose, Calif.
Plymouth, Mich.
Ara Ethel Fricker, ' 1 3
Sylvia (Runciman) Biuen, ' 1 8
Ypsilanti Township, Mich., 4-1 9-86 Brighton, Mich.
Grace O'Hara, ' 1 3
Mabel Johnson, ' 1 9
Southfield. Mich.
Kalamazoo, Mich., 6-84
Isabel L. (Lamport) Welch, ' 1 3
Ada Daggett, '20
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Plymouth, Mich.
Neenah Braisted, ' 1 4
Myrtle (Habermehl) Gehrke, '20
Birmingham, Mich., 1 -25-85
Hubbard Lake, Mich.
Elsie C. Carter, '14
Mildred (Dietz) Lockwood, '20
Lawrenceville, 111.
Lansing, Mich.
M. Lucille Walker, ' 1 4
Flossie (Harris) Whyte, '21
Royal Oak, Mich., 2-1 1 -86
Lehigh Acres, Fla.
Ella M. (Frantz) Green, ' 1 5
Clyde Exelby, '22
Cape Coral, Fla.
Lansing, Mich., 4-1 6-86
Ethel M . Hammond, ' 1 5, '30
Alma (Crockett) King, '22
Ypsilanti, Mich., 4-17-86
Blissfield, Mich.
Clara E. Johnson, ' 1 5
Rowland A. Winston, '23
Port Richey, Fla., 6-10-84
Lansing, Mich., 1 -5-85
Rose Armstrong Olds, ' 1 5
Martha S . Chaney, '24
Laguna Hills, Calif., 2-8-86
Traverse City, Mich.
Kurt Heide, '24
Wolverine, Mich.
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James J. Gary. '84, is a staff writer for the
Wyandotte-based magazine Business Profile. An
employee of the Allen Park convalescent home
for 17 years, he became editor of the company
newsletter in 1986 and says he owes much of his
good fortune 10 the great instructors in EMU's
English Department.
An employee of Great Lakes Federal since July
1985, Christine Colaner Gralll, '84, recently was
promoted to marketing assistant. On April 5,
1986, she married Michael Grant in the lobby of
the Michigan Theater in Ann Arbor.
Ann Cole, '85, has been
accepted for journey
man training by the
Southern Baptist For
eign Mission Board. As
a journeyman, she will
be working with mis
sionaries overseas.

Edward F. Siefert, '24
Mount Clemens, Mich.
Florence G. Casperson, '25
Sun City, Ariz., 9-8-85
Edith Harriet Thoms Mulhollen, '25
Ann Arbor. Mich., 7-6-86
Helen Pattinson, '25
Saginaw, Mich.
Madeleine (fhomas) Stark, '25
Algonac, Mich.
Laura M. Kerbyson, '26
Chelsea, Mich., 5-23-86
Mildred (Sal1sgiver) Manion, '26
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Ethel H. Weir, '26
Ypsilanti, Mich., 4-15-86
Elsie G . Wolfe, '26, '29
Chelsea, Mich., 2-1 2-86
Flossie Ashton, '27, ·55
Onaway, Mich., 1983
William D. Aben, '28
Easton, Pa., 2-1 -86
Adaline A. Garlick, '28
Milan, Mich., 7-4-86
Mildred D. Koch, '28
Dearborn, Mich., 8-5-81
George D. Hanner, '29
Charlotte, .C.
Dorothy Moran, '29
Holland, Mich., 1 2-30-84
Clarence Egbert Taft, '29
Columbus, Ohio
Mary Curtis Palosky, '30
Springfield, Mass.

Evelyn (Krasny) Stuteville, '30, '56
Whitmore Lake, Mich .. 9-1 3-84
Louella A. (Austin) Sweet, '30
Webberville, Mich.
Celestia Barden, '31
Otisville, Mich.
Mildred Geddes, '31
Mount Clemens, Mich., 2-20-86
Dewitt B. Sawyer, '31
North Adams, Mich., 5-6-85
Lucille B. (Parkhurst) Drake, '32
Bancroft, Mich.
Harold W. Lord, '32
Ypsilanti, Mich.
August H. Peters, '32
Greenbush, Mich., 7 -23-85
Norma Bedell, '33
Pittsburgh, Pa., 12-14-85
Louise Thiel (Oakley) Boyd, '33
Detroit, Mich., 2-13-86
Lucille Weber. '33, '49
Houghton Lake, Mich., 1984
Violet (Newburn) Zeemer, '33, '34
Washington, Pa.
Frederick K. Scha11c, '34
Grayling, Mich., 7-10-86
Jay Eldred, '36
Armada, Mich .. 6-82
Elizabeth Alcorn, '39. '63
Marine City, Mich .. 6-21-86
Kenneth Lane, '39
Swartz Creek. Mich.
Homer A. Parker, '39
North Port, Fla., 10-30-85
Thomas Edward Stewart, '39
Flint, Mich.

Karen J. Hunt, '85, and Daniel O. Shoner were

married May JO, 1986, in Tecumseh. An occupa
tional therapist, Hunt lives with her new husband
in Belleville.

What's H:appening?

Michael Seltz, '85, is teaching at a large city high
school in Milwaukee, Wis. He returned to EMU
last summer to pursue a master's degree in
adminis1ra1ion.

Awards, civic activities, promotions, marriages, births and other events that are an impor
tant part of your life are important to us, too. Just send us your news for inclusion in a future
issue of Eastern 7bday. H owever, due to the time required to process your information and
produce the magazine, ii may take up to six months for your news 10 appear in print.

March 29, 1986, was the wedding day of Leila
An11 (Vincent) Cahill, '85, and Jack M. Cahill.

Name _____________

They live in Marine11e, Wis.

Currently stationed a1 Fort Campbell, Tenn., Bar
bara An11 (Vermurlen) Patton, '85, married David
Arvil Patton June 14, 1986. She works al 1he
Florence A. Blanchfield Army Community
Hospital as a clinical staff nurse in the pos1par1um unit.
Steve Spaeth, '86, planned Lo auend North

western Law School in Chicago in 1he fall of
1986.

James Vezina, '86, an honors graduate in 1hea1er

arts, has been awarded a $9,000 graduate fellow
ship a1 Wayne State University's Hilberry Theatre
in Detroit.

Anne M. Genetti, '41
Ironwood, Mich.
Geraldine Jositas, '42
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Margaret E. McGunagle, '44
Wyandotte, Mich., 12-12-85
Ruth Mosher, '44
Pleasant Ridge, Mich.
Charles J. Falahee, '47
Jackson, Mich., 1-6-86
Hattie M . Goold, '48
Onondaga, Mich.
Rowena Salow, '48
Novi, Mich.
Muri Darrow Wentworth, '48
Coldwater, Mich., 12-2-85
Richard P. Buccos, '49
Ypsilanti, Mich., 5 - 25-86
Gerald Irving Katz, '49
Farmington H ills, 12-85
James L. Wallace, '49
Bad Axe, Mich., 5 - 29-84
David Amerman, '50
Livonia, Mich., 12-1-85
Edward Michael Devine, '50
Plymouth, Mich.
Edwin B. Zulkey, '50
Trenton, Mich., 10-3 1-85
Richard D. Byrom, '51
Rochester, Mich., 3-14-86
Martha Brown, '53
Oneco, Fla.
Dr. Peter Evans, '53
Davisburg, Mich., 1986
Anthony Humpert, '53
Reese, Mich.
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Office for Alumni Relations
202 McKenny Union
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

Douglas V. Wilson, '53
Ann Arbor, Mich., 7-12-86
Lucille J. MacKenzie, '54
Lapeer, Mich., 11-28-85
Gerald A. McNally, '54
Trenton, Mich., 5-4-86
Catherine Slick, '54
Atlanta, Mich., 9-84
Lenore "Muggie" Baylor, '55
Inkster, Mich., 2-7-86
Evelyn J. Leck, '55
Eugene, Ore.
Joan Gardner, '57
New Port Richey, Fla., 9-20-85
Chuck Hemingway, '57, '60
Davison, Mich., 1 2-16-84
Esther J. Huyck, '57
Flint, Mich.
Edna R. Bowen, '58
Clark Lake, Mich.
Lori Fitzgibbon, '58
Novi, Mich., 8-1 3 - 86
Mike Furay, '58
Orinda, Calif.
Chester J. Parks, '58
Ann Arbor, Mich., 7-15-86
Sarah Spears, '58
Inkster, Mich.
Phillip James Munch, '59
Burton, Mich., 3-9-86
Minnie A. Needham, '59
Highland, Mich., 7-17-85
Florence M. Rice, '59
Leslie, Mich.
Lucile Tupper, '59
Linden, Mich., 3-16-85

WHY NOT SEND A PICTURE TOO?

Please send only black and white
glossy head shots. Photos will be
returned upon request.

Helen Parr, '60
Dearborn Heights, Mich.,
1-3-86
Anthony Ragonesi, '60
Parma, Mich., 10-23-84
Laura Alexander, '61
Flushing, Mich., 8-85
Vera M. Hardy, '61
Jackson, Mich., 4-28-86
Leora A. Moats, '61
Marine City, Mich., 12-20-85
Lloyd R. Gu1knech1, '63
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mary J. Beardslee, '64
Seattle, Wash., 2-6-85
Rita Burns, '64, '79
Sterling Heights, Mich.
John R. Castingnola, '64
Trenton, Mich., 2-14-86
Naomi Denehy, '64
Bancroft, Mich., 3-22-86
William Francis Hagan, '64
Flint, Mich., 6-5-85
E.V. Schmid, '64
Port Richey, Fla., 3-13-85
Harold E. King, '65
Ann Arbor, Mich., 5-2-86
Pauline M. Grundemann, '66
Concord, Mich., 8-23-85
Carol M. Maten, '66
Dearborn, Mich., 2-19-86
Lawrence John Polakowski, '66
Dearborn Heights, Mich.,
10-27-85
Alice Elizabeth Reichle, '66
Sun City, Ariz., 6-26-86

12/86

Terry S. McDonald, '67
Detroit, Mich., 7 -26-86
Phyllis M . Eshelman. '68
Ann Arbor, Mich., 5-29-86
Eleanor Jane Lindhurst, '70
Flint, Mich.
Nan Margaret Smith, '70
Detroit, Mich.
Wilma J. Thomson, '71
Jackson, Mich., 9-17-84
Lloyd Enke, '72
Washington, Mich., 1985
Melvin R. Rizzo, '72
Allen Park, Mich.
Norman Howard Spl,ittgerber, '72
Allen Park, Mich.
Margaret Hayes, '74
Coldwater, Mich.
Edith V. Shepherd, '75
Durham, N.C.
John Kirchgessner, '76
Davisburg, Mich., 3-1-86
Grace Bauer, '80
Louisville, Ky., 3-25-86
David L. Beam, '81
Ypsilanti, Mich., 4-20-86
Gary Worton, '82
Grosse lie, Mich., 1-15-86
David S. Snyder, '84
Ann Arbor, Mich., 12-22-85
Paula J. Harrison, '85
Trenton, Mich., 3-16-86
Barton E. Thompson, '85
Pontiac, Mich., 3-1-86
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The play's the thing

Other ou· t reach news

Three hundred forty Washtenaw Coun
ty alumni enjoyed get-togethers at eight dif
ferent locations in and around Ypsilanti on
Sept. 7. Afterwards, buses and vans trans
ported alumni guests from their hosts'
homes to Quirk Theatre to eajoy a special
performance of " T he Foreigner." This
show, added especially for alumni, featured
the return to the Quirk stage of Dennis
Cockrum, '77, now a successful profes
sional actor.
An after-glow reception included cheese
cake, coffee and fellowship. Buses then re
turned alumni and guests to their respective
pre-party locations. For many alumni, this
was their first time back on campus since
graduation.
Hosting pre-parties were Normajean
Anderson, '35; Dennis Beagen, '77, and his
wife Pat Yan Doren, '77; George Beaudette,
'63, '66; Bill Fennell; Ann Kettles, '75, and
her husband Charles; Angie Laycock, '73,
and her husband W ill; Tom Manchester,
'65, and his wife Mary, '65; Pat and Donna
Moran; John Nordlinger; Joe Sesi Jr.
, '75;
Ken and Betsy Stevens; Jim Vick, '75, and
his wife Helen; Mike Vincent, '67, and his
wife Pam; and Claudia Wasik, '62, '66.
Because the evening was so successful,
similar get-togethers are being planned for
the future.

Alumni met at the Amway Grand in
Grand Rapids on Nov. 12. Hosted by 1 2
area alums, the gathering featured dinner
and performances by two members of East
ern's national champion forensics team.
Alumni were off to East Lansing Nov. 28
to watch the H urons square off on the
basketball couirt against the Michigan State
University Sp:artans in the Cutlass Classic
tournament. The Basketball Boosters Club
and a busload of alumni attended the game
and a dinner reception a t the Kellogg Cen
ter. EMU representatives included Gene
Smith, director of athletics; Paul Shoults,
assistant director of athletics; the EMU
cheerleaders and pep band; and football
coach Jim Harkema. Doug Weaver, MSU
athletic director, also attended the dinner.

Non-credit correspondence
courses for alumni
EMU's Division of Continuing Educa
tion is considering the development of sev
eral non-credit correspondence courses
specifically for Eastern graduates. Proposed
courses include:
-Personal Finance
-Real Estate Investment
-Business Management
-Technical Writing
-Marketing for Educators
-Creative Writing
Are you interested? If so, we need to hear
from you! Please contact the Independent
Study Office, Division of Continuing Ed
ucation, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsi
lanti, Mich. 4 8 1 97; (313) 487-1081.

Alumni Scholarship nominations accepted
If you are ain Eastern alumnus and your
child or grandchild is planning to enroll at
EMU as a freshman in the fall of 1987, he
or she could be eligible to receive a $500
scholarship from the Alumni Association.
Financial need is not a requirement and the
scholarship is renewable for four years. To
be eligible, stiudents must meet the follow
ing criteria:
-must be admitted to the University,
-must enroll full time,
-must have earned a cumulative high
school GPA of 3.0 or better,
-must have a minimum 20 composite
ACT or 900 total SAT score,
-must submit a written recommenda
tion.

If you know a student eligibie for this
scholarship, contact the Alumni Office, giv
ing the student's name, high school name
and address, and the name and EMU class
year of the student's parent or grandparent.
Send your nominations to the Office for
Alumni Relations, 202 McKenny Union,
Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti,
Mich. 48197, or call (313) 487-0250.
Following the receipt of your nominee's
name, we will send him or her an applica
tion form, which will make the nominee an
official candidate for ihe scholarship.
Award recipients will be notified by the
committee no later than June I, 1987.

Alumni t�ward nominations accepted

A lumni, friends, faculty and staff enjoyed an
evening of theater, refreshme11ts and fellowship
ill Septe111be1: After attending one of a 1111111ber
of pre-parties, guesrs enjoyed a special perfor
mance of "The Foreigner" a11d an after-glow
receprion in rhe Olds Student Recreation Center.
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Eastern's Alumni Association is now ac
cepting nominations for the Distinguished
Alumnus, Aliumni Achievement and Young
Alumnus awairds. The 1987 Alumni Awards
will be presented in May at the annual
Alumni Awards Banquet.
The Distinguished Alumnus Award is
presented to alumni of 25 years or more
whose accomplishments testify to their
dedication in their chosen fields, service to
humanity and continued interest in the
University.
The Alumni Achievement Award is
presented to alumni of JO years or more
who have demonstrated achievements that

clearly distinguish them from their peers in
their chosen careers, continued interest in
the University and evidence that their col
lege education has been applied in their
lives.
The Young Alumnus Award is a personal
honor presented to alumni of JO years or
less who have shown through their
achievements that their college education
has functioned in their chosen careers.
To nominate an alumnus or alumna for
any of these awards, send a letter of
nomination to the Office for Alumni Rela
tions, 202 McKenny Union, Ypsilanti, Mich.
4 8 1 97.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION B:OARD OF DIRECTORS
According to its constitution and bylaws, the purpose of the Alumini Association is "to promote the general welfare of Eastern Michigan
University and its alumni." The Alumni Association Board of Directors is the Alumni Association's governing body, elected for stag
gered four-year terms by alumni donors LO the University. The board meets quarterly and, among its many duties, it provides scholar
ships to EMU students and selects recipients of the annual alumni awards. Members can be contacted through the Office of Alumni
Relations, 202 McKenny, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197; (313) 487- 0250.
Michael A. Boulus,
MA '74, EdS '75
President

Deputy Executive
Director, Michigan
Association of
School Administrators
Term Expires: 1988

Gene E. Megiveron,
BS '54, MA '59
President-Elect

Professor, Educational
Administration,
University of
Southwestern
Louisiana
Term Expires: 1989

Hayes W. Jones, BS '61
Past President

National Manager,
Black Market
Development, Stroh
Brewery Co.

Leonard D. Posey,
BBA '76
Secretary-Treasurer

Assistant Vice President,
First of America Bank
Oakland-Macomb
Term Expires: 1987

Andrew J. Chapelle,
BS '72

Metro Copy Editor,
Ann Arbor News
Term Expires: 1987

John Charles Fovenesi,
BBA '73

Vice President,
Touche Ross, Detroit
Term Expires: 1 990

Richard Gay, BS 'S9

President, Selective
Benefit Plans
Term Expires: 1989

Judy A. Keenan, BS '80

Attorney, Philo, Akinson,
Steinberg, White,
Vigliotti, and Ke:enan
Term Expires: 1989

Diane (Ferrari) Keller,
BS '83

William Mays Jr., BS '54

Executive Director,
Michigan Elementary
and Middle School
Principals Association
Term Expires: 1988

Nancy Spigarelli Mida,
BS '72

Staff Writer, Eastern
Michigan University
Term Expires: 1990

William P. Morris,
BS '64, MA '68

Superintendent, Monroe
County Intermediate
School District
Term Expires: 1989

Ann O'Beay Pavelka,
BME '74, MA '79

Director of Operations,
John C. Fountain, Inc.
Term Expires: 1989

District Sales Manager,
ITEC Graphix Corp.
Term Expires: 1987

Dale R. Leslie, BS '70

Anita L. Regalado, BS '77

Vice President, Leslie
Office Supply, Inc.
Term Expires: 1988

Dentist
Term Expires: 1990

Marybelh Schlee Roose,
BS '79, SpA '83

Claudia Wasilk, BS '62,
MS '66

Community Education
Supervisor, Howell
Public Schools
Term Expires: 1 989

Associate Professor,
Health, Physical
Education, Recreation
and Dance, Eastern
Michigan University
Term Expires: 1988

Kennelh "Red" Simmons,
BS '33

John H. Wood, BS '71,
MA '74

Retired Detective
Sergeant, Detroit
Police Department
Term E xpires: 1 990

Teacher Consultant,
Wayne Memorial High
School
Term Expires:: 1988

Lisa Miller

Student Representative
Term Expires: 1987

Jeannie Nichols

Student Representative
Term Expires: 1 987

Clark G. Spike, BS '44

Professor Emeritus,
Chemist ry, Eastern
Michigan University
Term Expires: 1990
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202 McKenny Union
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48 1 97
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